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HOLLAND,

21.

SATURDAY, JULY

MICH.,

K»at Karhti.

§ujsinf^ litectonj.

goltontl (Eitij gruijs.

“DRY ROT.”

1JUTKAUW.. New Meat Market, near corner
c

1)

Eighth and Fish Street A!! kinds of sausages constantly on hand.

A WEEKLY NEWSPAPER,

ttmiyi.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

EMI

- -

80LUNS CIT7, -

ITLEYS,

rs KI8WOLD, A. D.. Attorney at law and SollcVJ Itor In Chancery. Office 76 Eighth Street,

UITE, J.. Dealer In all kinds of im uts and
vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th stftet

np stairs.

OFFICE : VAN LANDEQEND’S BLOCK.

k

S.

D0ES3UR0 &

Co., PuBLiftnEiis.

TIKES or 8UB30Rl?TIQH:-tlOO pirji&rla »dmce.

TERMS*OF ADVERTISING:
ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
r first Insertion, and 25 cents for each snhscqnent insertion for any period under three
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“
j? “
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5
8
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40

I7TB8CHER A.,

Attorneyat Law, Notary Publie and Conveyancer.Kenyon’s building.
Corner of Eighth ana River street.

V

.

1 T.

00

8
10
17
25
40
66

00
00
00
00
00

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; River street.

11

months.
6 M.

TYANDALL

I^K OROOT

L., Fashlonglile Barber and Halrcutter.Rooms in basement of City Hotel.

U

00
00

J., Proprietorof the Pioneer
Bakery; baking done to order; 8th atreet.

annum.

IJE8SINK, Mrs.

L., Proprietress of City Bakery
Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments li
line served on call ; 8th street.

L

and Deaths pub-

this

advertising bills collectable quarterly.

VAN PUTTEN A

CO., Proprietors
Ptuffair Mills ; (Steam Saw auu Flour

of
Mills.) near foot of 8th atrset.

O COTT, W.

J., Planing, Matching,Scroll-sawIng and Moulding; River street.

it

to others to

bid that

it

should be brought about.

merely states that it is to add to

this be

and

of his country. If
enormous productionof soil is the real
glory

basis of the Republic,we get great gain.
Tiie Roman Catholicjournals have reII. W.. A CO., Proprietors of the
Phoenix Planing Mill. All Kinds of build- Rut all history tells us that as territory peatedly of late expressedthe view that
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
has increased and property accumulated, our public school system had become deT171LM8 P. II., Manufacturer of Farm Pumps, the men have decayed, il is the chief oc- nominational,or in other words, Protesvv All kinds of wood turning and sawing on cupation and chief desire of the average
tant, and was therefore a failure; and that
hand and done to order. River atreet.

American

to

add to his personal wealth,

and he says that he

IT EN YON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting.
IV Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and

DOST, HENRY D.,

Real

EiUte and

Is perfectly justified in

the only solution was a system of

schools for the

Roman

Romanist

youth, which

insurance

so doing, and verily he will. A people should be supported by public moneys.
Agent, Notary Public and Conreyancer;Collections made In Holland and vicinity.
that asks no more of the government than We are of those— aa our readers well

l

River streets.

Y/AN 8CHELVEN, G„

1)INNEKANT, Miss A. M., Dealer In Books A
Ij Stationary ; Confectionary, Toys, etc.; River

UNP&IfiSTLYEDUCATION.

V

Notary Public*

Book! and Stationery.

for-

YTERBEEK,

Basking lai Exchange.

$ail goad's.

perform. God

delegate
adjoining country; and in explanation of

the power

0

IYINNKKANT.

Z before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two ZZ signify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
All

l

I

00

00

An

t£T”

instead of doing their individualduty,

T>AUEL8,

Baton.

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
Notices of Births, Marriages,
lished without charge.

future will bring about if Northern

II

00

00

men,

TTEALD, R. K., Manufacturerof

and Dealer In
ally, and then, as a nation, to add to the
Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machines; cor. 10th A River street.
size of the country by lie annexation of

Bakerin.

dines, $2.00 per

talk of the poverty

when we find out that
Anna E. Dickinson’s Lecture on the
there is a poverty that was superinduced
PoliticalLife of the Nation, is given under
by the war, which might have been overthe above name. It is an effort to direct
come if there had been any such element
the attention of the people to the condiin the South as the people,— the bone and
tion of our politicallife, and to awaken
sinew— the workers. The matter with the
of the South, and

"/

One iquaroof

3 50
5 00
.............. ..
8 00
10 UO
...............17 00
..... ........... 25 00

We

177.

V

• JOB FIUltriNO PBOMPTLT AND NIATLT DONB.

3 M.

.

uncertain future.

NO.

them to a sense of the duties they
to
great body of the Southern people is that
8. I., City Meat Market. Everythe
country
and
to
themselves.
With
senIl> thing in flrst-dasacondition, and satisfkction
they are too lazy; they don’t work, nor
tences as sharp and effective as the surVfC BRIDE. O. W., Attorneyat Law and Solid- guaranteed. Eighth atreet, East of City Hotel.
ifl tor In Chancery; office with M. D. How- YTAN DRR HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt, geon’s scalpel,she opens the flesh of the want to work. She said that she had visard, cor. Eighth and River streets.
ited the South, and after careful study had
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
body politic and displays its disease.
and
twine;
8th
street.
come
to this conclusion, a situation which
/'\RT, F. J. Attorney at Law, Collectingand
The desire of the average American,
Pension Claim Agent. Office, East oP‘ City
the future may briug about— which the
Xacufictorin, Xilli, Ehopi, Itc.
Hotel.”
she says, is to acquire properly,individu-

ITOWARD, M.

0.

P„ First Ward Meat Market; best of
Meats always on band. Eighth street.

IV

WHOLE

10, 1875.

Notary Public. Justice
of the Peace and Conveyancer. Office //ofland City News, 8th street,

V

to be let alone
a

and

to

grow rich are verily know—

slave. “Eternal vigilance

is

the price of

who

time must

have long believed that the

come when the ^reat

struggle

liberty” is an old proverb. It is well between free thought and superstition, as
VITALS H, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
f
and Insurance Agent. Office,City Druy known but it seems that the American fails represented respectively by the claims of
I/" ANTER8, L. T., A CO., Dealers in Books,
IV Stationery, Toys, Notions and Caudles;op- Store, 8th street.
to appreciate It. Because this Is America American friends of education and those

street

Chicago A Michigan Lake Shore R. R.
Taken

Effect,

f

Monday, June 27, 1875.

posite City Drug Store, Eighth street.
Palatin.

NORTHERN DIVISION.

Bocti and Shod.

A.

p. a.

III.

9.00
11.30
2.15
2.50
3.15
3.30
8.40
4.00
4.20

9.00
11.50
3.37
4.35
5.20
0.30
5.40
6.23
6.53

‘

Chicago.
New Buffalo.
Or.Juncllon.

Richmond.
Holland.
Zeeland.
Vrlesland.
Grandvllle.
Gr. Rapids.

P.m.

A. Ul.

7.35
4.40
2.00
1.18
12.50
12.15
12.03
11.35
11.15

6.30
8.30
11.40
10.40
10.00
9.33
9.15
9.00
8.40

•

Expreat.
a. m.
6.00
5.66

6.20

643
7.05
7.45
•••• •••
•

Mail.

STATIONS.

3.25
3.40
3.52
4.12
4.85
4.55
5.23
8.35
10.39

Express

m.

Holland.

P.

12.20
12.04
11.50
11.30
11.00
10.40
10.00
8.15
7.00

New Holland
Ollfe.
Robinson.
Nunlca.
Frultport.

Muskegon.
Montague.
Pentwater.

Manufacturer of and dealer in
Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc.;
Eighth street.

U

Express. Mall.
p* a.
4 15
4 29
5 33
6 00
6 14
6 30
6 45
P.M.
8 30
A.M.
6.50
A M.
2 30
A. M.
7 05

M

P.

1 10

A.
8
8
9
9
9
10
10
A.

.

. . . •

9.20
9 00
8.35
8.15
7.45

0

11ERTSCH, D.

D

General dealer lu Dry

00

Grand Rapids.

14

Grandvllle.
Allegan.
Otsego.
Plainwell.

15
40
50

03
15
M.

Cooper.
Kalamazoo.

11 50 White Pigeon.
P.M.
Chicago.
6 30
P.M.
5 35 Toledo.
P. M.
Cleveland.
10 10
A.M.
4 05 Buffalo.

P. M.
7 50
7 82
6 25
6 00
5 51
5 35
5 20
P.M.
3 45
A.M.
9 20
A.M.
10 55

AM
700

O

Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.;

LOOTER A HIGGINS, Dealers In

V

VfEYER

3olng
No. 4
p.

9
8
7
7
6
5
4

m.

North.
No. 2
p.

12
05 12
50 12
05 11
20 11
80 10
00
9
00

m.
45

STATIONS.
p.

2
2
2
3
3
4
5

Ferrysburg
Grand Haven
iPIgcon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

04

00
27

00
40

50

m.
15

a.

Stavii, Weed, Bark, Itc.

IV

Bark; office at

rPK ROLLER,

X

IT'LIETSTRA, A., Groceriesand Supplies; a

0. J., Generaldealer in Tobacco,
Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.

X

X

Otneral Dealtr*.

CO., Dealers in Dry Goods,
Groceries. Crockorv.Glassware.Hals. Cans.

a brotherhoodof

the laws, there is no one to molest or make
sponsibilityon the other. There are duties them afraid. The priests of this Church
of citizenship as well as rights. Wc have are notoriously under tiie control of a forin this

country an enormous mass of

Wago&mkin tad BUckinithi.

for-

eign population;exhaustlessfields of un-

Staves, Wood and
his residence,Eighth street. developed wealth on

Tobacco and Cigars.

O. J., Family Supply Store;
a choice stock of groceries alwayo on hand.
Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth street.

abound here. They can plot or
devise what conspiracies they choose
against liberty,and, so long as they obey

schools

is literallyimpregnated with the

other side

a

one

side,

and on the

eign potentate, and the Papal letters
encyclicals which would put & gag
free

on

and
all

thought and scientfic expression,are

hungry multitudeendeavoring recognizedby religious instructors here as
vacuum here words of infallibleautborily.

to improve its condition;a

and an immense compressing force there.
Witness the result. To-day the slaves of

All this to

anxiety.

Americanswould inspire no
have no fear of Pope or

We

the south are recoguized as voters. Bide priest, encyclical, syllabus, or council, or
\IJKKM A A BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith
LJ Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repair- by side with them wc have a class of men of the Order of Jesuits or any other priesting done. River Street.
even below the blacks in their slavery, the ly order, provided only we can secure one
TTtLIEMAN, J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop; )oor whiles— a mass of voters, ignorant thing— a/rre unpriestlyeducation in public
1

J?

Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
paid for Furs.

done. Cash

Iflacks or ignorant

good

whites. No matter

how

subjects, bad citizens. Submission

schools.

We

do not

demand a

Protestant

education, but only the free development

s one thing, co-operation is another.
and ‘building up’ of the mind of the lowA
LBERS
A
WYNNE,
Jewelers
and
WatchmoThe American citizen who comprehends er classes in good free schools. So long as
IT'IFIELD, J. J. Dealer lu Groceries, Dry Goods.
Flour and Feed and Produce.Liquors and jtx. kers. The oldest establishmentin the city;
what citizenship la, will recognize that his wo have intelligent teaching in our public
Eighth street.
Cigars at Wholesaleand Retail. Eighth street,
work is not done, even if he finds lime to schools, where not a word may be spoken
rPE ROLLER, D.,ReUll Dealer In Dry Goods, TOSLIN W. H. Watchmaker, J eweler, and dealfj
er
in
Fancy
Goods;
Bank-building,
River
visit the primary meetings; even if he
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and conveyof faith or religion, but where the human
ancer; office and store,cor. »th and Market atreet. Street.
finds time to examine the planks of the
mind is taught to work for itself, then we
YTAN PUTTEN G. A CO„ General Dealers, In
ilatform to see if they are rotten or not
may
be sure that priestcraftwill never enIt is the sagaciousremark of a keen obDry Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats and
even
if
he
finds
time
to
see
who
are
to
danger our liberties or superstitiondegrade
Capa, Flour, Provisions, etc,; River st.
server that you can generally tell a newly
stand on the platform, and will not intrust our popular intelligence.Atheism will
\1TERKMAN, H. D., Dealer In Dry Goods, Gro- married couple at the dinner table, by the
tie building of the government to men not result from this American system, but
v
certes,Crockery, Flour A Provisions.New
indignation of the groom when a fly alights
Store, Eighth street.
whom he would not trust with a five- do rather a purer religion.The faith will be
T1TERKMAN A SONS, General Dealersin Dry on the bride’s butter.
lar bill. Even if be has done all this, his better, os the intelligence will be higher.
f
Goods, Groceries,Hats and Caps, etc.;
Grain, Flour and Feed made a speciality;River st.
Parson Bhownlow’s proposition to duty as a citizen ia but half accomplished Better Catholics will come forth from the

A

m.

7 00

800

53
56
30
58
18

T. A Co., Agents for Ottawa and
Allegan Counties, for the “Howe Sewing Machine.” Dealers in needles and attachments.

vertisement^

rPE VAARWERK,

which

U

1874.
South.
No. 1

Muskegon

ANTERS, L

I\

J.

reatbrmarket for countryproduce; a choice
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st.

public can rest, and rest enduringly, is one

Christianity on one side and individual re-

ANTERS, R., Dealer In

Qrocsriei-

pretend to love, Papal authorities naturally look to this
power of thought continent for a new rising of the star of
and conscience. The basis on which a re- faith. Roman Catholic colleges and

essence of Christianity—

M., a SON. General Dealers In
Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street.See ad-

I\>

which wc

Sewing Machine*.

U., A CO., Dealers in all kinds of Furniture. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Pictnre Frames, etc.; River street.

U

22,

Eighth street.

ivl

QEIDSEMA

Manufacturer of and dealer In

Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips;

Feed, Grains and Hay, Mill-stuff, Ac.. Ac. Ln
barbe's old stand, 8th street.— See Advertisement.

rvUUKSKMAJ.A

Taken Effect, Monday,. June

Baiilin.

1TAUPELL, H.,
Flour and

be proud, and

is to endure, it is to be by

cor. Eighth and Market streets.

A.M.
12 55

Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.

R. A., Surgeon, Physician Obstetrl-

clan, Regular graduatedand Licensed. Office at residence, corner 0th and Fish street.

IT-

Express. Mail.

M.

demands. The American will be sover- designed to break the concordat with the
own right. If he regards it ’ope. Almost all Europe is either secular-

QCIIOUTEN,

Dry Ooodi.

1874.

A. M.
10 00
9 40
8 35
8 OS
8 00
7 40
7 15
A.M.
5 50
P.M.
10 40
P.M.
11 25
P.M.
7 20
P.M.
12 20

rccing itself from priestly shackles. Aus-

price which that comfort or that blessing tria is passing liberal ecclesiastical laws,

A NNIS. T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
eign in his
/V 8. W. cor. Public Square.

flour and feed.

TO GR'ND RAPIDS.

STATIONS.

Italy, in Germany, in Austria—
France. The German Empire is

eded in
often in

AN PUTTEN, Wst.,

furniturs

FROM GR'ND RAPIDS

re-

as a blessing that he himself is a sovereign,
zing church property, or putting popular
Dealer In Drugs, Medl- I) LANK N., Surgeon, Physician and ObstestriI)
clan.
Office and residence, Ninth Street,East then he has got to pay the price of that educationin the hands of lay teachers, or
clnes, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Beku b Family Medicines; River St. of Cedar Stieet.
sovereignty in hw own person. He has
n some other way seeking to lenen the conT
EDEBOER,
B.
Physician
and
Snrgeon:
Office
got to be a muster in ills deeds, for no one trol of Ote prints over the affaire of daily
117AL8H IIEBER, Druggist A Pharmacist;afull
corner Eleventh and River street opposite
v
stock of goods appertaining to the business
else can do it for him.
public square.
ife and the training of the young.
See advertisement.
If this republic of which we profess to
As priestlypower wanes in Europe, the

O

23,

can Papal claims to supremacy are being
this

Photographs and Gems land for which we of the present do not
Lj in all the various styles and sizes; Gallery
pay. We have got to pay to the full tiie
on Eighth Street.
Phyiiclau.

Drugs and Mediclnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Physician'sprescriptions carefully put up; Eighth st.
In

have no benefit and no blessing in

T AUDER GEORGE,

Drug* and kedicinei.

T'nOESiJURG.J. 0., Dealer

God. We

even from the hands of

of Jesuit and Roman Catholic priests,
would have to be fought out on the iniclcctual field in these United States. The

V

ra.

9.55

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern R. R.
Taken Effect, Sunday, August

11

Street.

TJEROLD, E.,

V

Mall.
A.

General dealers
repairing neatly done ;

II

IT

GOING SOUTH.

f. ra.

;

House, Sign and Carriage Painter;
Shop, over Baert'a Wagon Shop, River such thing ns a free gift in this world, uot
Photograph*.

SOUTHERN DIVISION.
GOING NORTH.

Shoes

fu-

ture is as secure as the past. There is no

YTOEK. J. C.,

pLFKRDINK W. A U.

GOING SOUTH, jCi in Boots and
GOING NORTH.
Mail Kve. Ex.
NlghtEx. DayEx. STATIONS.
River street

and wc Americanswe think that our

8 10
9 05
11 00
11 30
10 p 00

V

Y

®ur

Markets.

Biriwar*.

Produce,Etc.
Apples, V bushel ...... .......... $
Beans, M bushel ...................1 50
Butter, lb .............. ......
Clover seed, $ bushel .............

Eggs,# dozen.
Honey, # lb.

$ 1 S5
3 00
16
8 50
12
25
18 00
l 40
70

&

ITAVERKATE,G, J.

XI
8th

A SON, 1st Ward Hardware Store; aell cheaper than any other;

street.

,

\TAN DER VEEN, E., Dealer

Y

ware

;

in General Hardcor. Eighth and River street.

a duel with Gen. D. H. Hill in an until he sees that the poor, the blind, the public schools, and better Protestants,
open hog pen, after a hard summer rain, maimed, are lifted to an intelligentcom because they are better educated. Their
with dung-forks, betrays a nicer sense of prehensionof the duties which rest upon distiuctivereligious faith, however, will
propriety than the Parson is generally sup- his shoulders. It is something for the be taught at home or in church. The
American voter to consider when he says school will have nothing to do with that.
posed to possess.
fight

things are well enough as they are.
MKLIS, Dealers In
Howard University is to be converted The enormous body of crime in the
Hard ware, Tin-ware and Farming Impleinto a Congregational theological institu- community is committed by a distinct
4oO ments; Eighth street.
tion. This is the concern into which Gen. class, whose father is evil and whose mothEotsl*.
Meati, Etc.
Howard got his reputationmixed up, and er Is ignorance. This crime and its reBeef, dressed # lb .................. ..e*@ 7 ^ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsman, Proprietor
although
designed originally for the edu- sults cost more to the community than all
Chickens,dressed per ..........
6ft 9
First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and
10 ft 12 from the Trains. Eighth street.
cation of colored people only, is to be gob- the expense of government,and then doubpork, Messed « »!!!!!!!!!!!!-!!!!.....
7
8
Smoked meat, #
.....................
12
14 /~1ITY HOTEL. J. W. Mindirhout,Proprietor. bled up by the dominant race.
led. It is this mass of ignorance, with
Smoked ham, |Mb ...........
15 \J Built ImlSTS; FurnishedInelegant style, and
criminality run through it, that constitutes
Tallow, # lb ..............»...
a first-class hotel throughout.
A committee was appointed at the late
the class of people against which the citiWood, Staves, Etc,
PHOENIX HOTEL. J. McVicar Proprietor: meeting of the General Synod, R C. A.
Cordwood, maple, dry .....................
I S 00
zens of America are crying to-day; 4,500,opposite the C. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot; good
green .................."
to prepare a series of discourses on severa
accommodation; building and furniture new.
000
citizens of this republic cannot read,
beach, dry .....................
*50
topics appropriateto the centennial. One
*• greeq ..................
and 5,500,000 cannot write, in a country
LlviryulSal* SUblit.
of these topics is: "The points of similar
Staves, pork, white oak ..............qq
poONE A ALBERTI, Livery and Sale Stable. Ity between the struggle for Independence whose sole enduringprosperitydepends on
Staves, t^rce, “ • .......... “1* 00
Office and barn on Market street. Everything
E v«
the intelligenceof the masses. There is
Heading boIU, soft wood ........... 8 00ft 8 50
here and that of our Holland ancestors.“
Heading bolts, hardwood ...............
.7? 4 m first-class.
no disease more prevalent,more loathsome,

Hay, # ton..
Onions,# bushel ..
Potatoes, # bushel
Tlmo
.......
Timothy
Seed, # bushel ...........
Wool
_
L f
lb ......................

IT

V

AN LANDEGEND A

lb

lb

“
”
“

X

“

D

Stave bolt*, hardwood .....................
4 00
Railroad ties, ............................
jj

VTIBBELINK, J.

U., Livery and Sale Stable;
good accommodation for horsea; 9th street,

Wheat, wh>U | bushel
Corn, shelled

4

........... ft

bushel .........

.... 1
$

©

5
75

....... 80
55
............
75
23**^ ....................... ®
......

Buckwheat, V bushel

Floor,

#100*. ....................
8 00

that power

which has so long degraded

the masses of Italy, Spain, Austria, and

other countries— will be

Roman

broken. The

Catholic priest will have precisely

the same influenceand

power which the

Protestant clergyman haa— that resting on
his character and life.

The darling object of the Jesuits
country, is

to

in this

so influence politics as at

length to control the taxation for public

schools. If they can once divert public
funds to support purely Roman Catholic
schools, they can then guide the education
of

youth. The Jesuits will then obtain

here what they possessed in Spain, and

The Chicago Tribune says that the -gov- or more deadly in this country than ignor- used 10 terribly, and what they are now
ance Cram intelligencedown the throats losing in Germany .find Austria— the conernment has recently purchased a large
of the populace. Do it for their lakes and trol of the popular education. When this
Mmfcut Tailor*.
amount of bullion In Carsou City at the
n
happens,then farewell to the intelligent
cheapest
rate ever known in the country, for our own welfare.
POSMAN. J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
W« hare bfien complainingof the dull- and freedom-loving foundation of the
X> in ready made clothlngandGenta' Furnish- $1.07 per ounce. At thU figure It i* caling Goods.
nets of things, of the slow growth of the American Republic.— AT. T. Timet.
culated that by next fall the government
trORST, W;, Merchant Tailor.Cloth ptrehascountry
since the wtr. We do not slop to
T ed elsewhere, will be eat to order. RepaiHac will have purchased aodcolned • sufficient
Strauss composed hii first waits when
promptly attended to. River street.
•sk
why
things fire in the conditionthat
quantity toadmlt’ofthe retirement of fracthey
are.
We
don’t
stop
to consider that seven years of age, hii father boxing his
tional currency,and the substitutionof silpart of this U the outgrowthof the nation’s ears for fooling away his time.
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the bandit*.... John Coughlin, aged 15, and
two sisters named Keating, aged 13 and 15,

PcBUgnna.

at Prague, last week, aged 82.
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the Indian Nation were sentenced to be hanged.

One of the men, after conviction, attempted to
escape,
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against 337 for the Americans,but at the ranges

Bather an unsettled feeling pervaded this
T1LT0N-BEECHEB.
to
-.T^MiAr and Price,
of 900 and 1,000 yards, the American team car- market during the week just past, and prices
at Goldsboro, N. C„ and is uow in Jail. . .The
the two witnesseswho confessed to a scene of
fluctuatedmute frequently,but within a small Conclusion of the Fttnions Trlul-Dlsagrccried the total soora to a majority of 38 points,
range. -Holdersof provisionswere generally
u went of the Jury.
criminality between Beecher and Mrs. Tilton in celebratedracehorseLexington died at Lexor 967 to 929. In the evening a grand banquet asking a Wiade nitre than buyers ware willing
. * • M
*
1 i
ington.
Ky.,
last
week...,
The
negroes
had
a
the Tilton parlor, are under arrest upon a
The celebrated trial of Tilton vb.
in their honor was given by the Lord M^ar of to pay, and the business transacted for outside
Fourth
of
July
celebration
at
the court-house
charge of perjury, and both have confessed
Dublin at the Mansion House. A large num- ^count in consequence was rather light, but at Beecher baa at last come to a conclusion,
in Vicksburg,Miss. Bomo difficulty occurred
that the artidavit* were false.
having reunited, as was gPiieiallvanticib«r dU
km* IncludingtL.
Album Bkown was hung atTowanda,Pa., among the audience during the speaking,when
of the jury.
Mayors of London and \ork, were present,i was reported. Eastern advices were of a more
on Thursday,July 1, for the brutal murder, in i tiring commenced. Several negroes were The Irish riflemen admit the superiority of the favorable tenor, which was the principal cause The oaee was submitted to the jury on
August last, of Cora Greenleaf,a little girl of wounded, and three unknown negroes fatally AmeRcans throughout the match, and acknowl
Thuriday, June 24. On the following
effcui.
iMtoh, Hid .ckuo.l- ! ,or Uie
“ol4m- .. C“h
shot. John Hall; white, is supjxjwed to be
mess pork closed at $19.40(^19.60,
accordingto i Thursday they came into court and notifive years.
edge that their victory was fairly wou. The
mortally wounded.
A fire ip Now York, Friday night, destroyed
Americanteam used breech-loaders ; the Irish
“ tbat
Pat Manning, a retail grocer in Memphis,
closed at $19.62ji@l9.65. Cash lard closwl at probability of an agreement. The Judge,
the Ice Box and Lumber Company’spremises,
team all used Rigby's muzzle-loaders.
was
shot and killed by Officer McCormick, on
113.15, sellerJuly at 1 13. 12)4 @18. 15, and seller I however, sent them back to their room,
together with atables containing six horses.
The loss by damage »ud destructionof projv
August at $13.50.
with instructions to disregard the PriceLoss, 1100,000;insurance, ?75,000....,nie Tuesday last Manning was beatingone of his orty by the recent great Inundations in BonthPRODUCE.
and Loader affidavits^- Rich had been
children, and was ordered to desist by the
Governor and Council have decided not to
eru France is comimted at f 24,000,000in tlie
A fair trade was reported in butter, though
shown to be false. Un the following
officer, but refused. The officer procured a
commute the sentence of Pomeroy, the Boston
two cities of Toulouse and Agen alouo. At the movement was not as liberal as duriag the day, Friday, July 2, they again sent a
warrantand attempted to arrest Manning, when
previous
week.
The
receipts during the week
boy-murderer, and he will be hanged.
Alex.
2,000 men, women .ml children were
note to Judge Neilson, stating that it
.Hamilton, the Treasurer of Jersey City, has the latter tired at him, the ball grazing his tem- drowned at Toulouse, where an hundred thou- > little larger than at this time last week, fcui r
rewas impossibleto agree upon a verdict,
been sentenced to three years imprisonment, ple. McCormick then drew his pistol and fired, sand deetitute people are now dependent upon ceivers generallywere firm in their views, and whereupon they were summoned into
instantly killing Manning.... Bobert N. Yerby
and to pay a fine Of 1 1,000.
charity. The loss ef life by the great flood on
«•>"“ flowed is thus described
On Monday afternoon, the 5th Inst, a ter- was shot and killed on the steamer A. J. White, tKe river Danube, iu Pesth, Hungary, was also
for seconds, 18@15c for thirds, and Ufa) 12c for by the AssociatedPress dispatches:
rible collision occurred between two excursion near St. Louis Landing. Ark., a few days very great. As far as heard from, about 450 inferior stock. Beans were rather quiet, but
At 11 :17 the jury filed into court, lookOliver and his sou. dead bodies have been recovered,and many prices remain steady and firm. Quotableat ing as if they had passed a sleeplesstrains on the South Ride railroad, near Far since, by B.
medium, and $1.25(« .night In reply to the question: “GenRockawny, Long Island, in which seven
grew out of an old grudge, others have been swept down the river.... 1$1.90
qa for prime Eastern1.
ous Lowry gang of outlaws,has been arrested
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young Oliva1 first shooting \ erby

some fatally.Great indignationexistedat the
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After he fell the elder Oliver fired at

time of the accident, and people were disposed

o blame the railroad attaches.The

killed

Opkrationh have been resumed at the Grant
LocomotiveWorks of Paterson, N. J., which
have been suspended for some past. Three
hundred men are employed on locomotivesfor
the Russian government.... A dreadfulstorm

etc.,
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him. The the late inundations in
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prices were firm, as follows: ll^(al4c for No.
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He experienced the
There was much excitement over the arrest,
about
$5.75@6.00.
Dried
pM~were
veryelow
force
of
that
application
very stronglv^
l» Prcmiaeat oBlci.l circle,.!,.,
and trouble was anticipated.... A serious re- sale, and prices were little better than uomi- and had called them in now, at the earnvolt of the peasants against the nobles in ual; quotable at $2.00@2.10for choice green eat moment, giving to counsel and othTransylvania.Austria, is reported. Many ver,
7 ,r
jor to. Sm*! .ve«end- sons have been killed,including two Judges
- • prices under a more ardent desire to sell were , As Ul7 were ftbout
he“
Ju“e 30 ”rC J15M79'13''
Two more heavy London failures are an- , weak and lower. The market closed at 7@8c ' would like them to carry away kindly
wnnA am If • T^aix/VAifal?anl4rx C'rx for M
HI 1 Rllll \ P W \ iirlf
nTxl c/a foi* n u fliAiv*
for the erne ,h.

« ;
™

the

six of

dobn IV. Fielding, dnme, WiKUm

sent $4,000 to the sufferers

WASHINGTON

™8
.
!

dm-

.go, Joined band, .nd w.lked olf lhe

aand-bar into deep water, where

W

iiZ

Pope Pius has

.

H', ml Wiling two men who were .t work on
a bonne. ...A I«rty of .even 1«* bWbing in

Wantupp. Me, ne.r FW1

the temple.

a verdict?” Foreman Carpenter replied:
Olivers then ordered the boat to land, which was
Parliament has passed the bill for the preven- 1 to extra hurl. ll@13c for good to choice stalk “We have not, your Honor. We regret
braid, and 6@8)4 for crooked.Beeswax was it very much that we find it impossibledone, and they escajied in the woods.
. .Four
tion of brigandage.
quiet at 2G@30c. A large amount of cheese tc agree.”
personswere instantly killed, and seven seriAdvices from Matamoras, Mexico, report has been bought at the factories by shippers
Judge Neilson stated that he had
ously injured, by the explosion of a saw mill at that the notorious Geu. Cortina has been ar- and exnorteiw, and the receipts, therefore, were
learned by a note from the jury, early
Hot Springs, .Ark., a few dare ago. . .The busi- rested by the Mexican authorities anu his polight, in view of which dealers generally
were firmer in their views, and a slight im- this morning, that in their opinion they
ness j>art of the town of Washington, Hemp- lice disarmed and disbanded.
Cortina is Slayor provement was noticeable in’ prices. The mar- ! should be discharged,as thev could not
stead county, .Ark., has been destroyed by fire.
the !| ket dosed
nrime now
new1 ____
------of their number
miml)er were
of Matmoran.
in tb. cbief instigator
innUg.torof tb.
olonod at KMlOkc for prime
agre<!,„„,i
ami some
recent raids across the Rio Graude «nto Texas.
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and the market was weaker t° recollcct the fact that not until yesterauDUal Hope has annexed sundrv independent terri- clwe<1 hl 14c f?r lo0t<e packages and 14)^0 iii ; Jay did they suggest that they could not
compensationof v2.8o4,lo3.o0, showing a
cases. There is no cliange in feathers; prime agree, and that suggestion came from
THE WEST.
ductiouby the IU1 of 384 emploT..a^da a ng |
i
f
gcesV.^@52c; tail. 300^-; and
i
1 Later advices from the United States of chicken.4@5c per lb. The demand for
loreman, signeu oy eieveu, anu ac
A shocking wife-murder was perpetrated in of *511" fine
. of #50
.
«« light id ,1m. w*.
MSl“mPTd.*,3r “,other from one J”?rv
Onego
few d.r, .go. John Con- ' Ora.8B»»ia.lW«ddown»ndont.indMr.
quomoie at
.. 8c
oc all
m. round;
ronum calf.
cm. 12)f@13,
u«®ia, and
ml lap
>» agreement possible.
quotable
kip : who thought an
don. becoming enraged at the im- ’ New took charge of the Treasury Department
.
H rlOc. Honey was dull at
at 18@23c for choice
choioe i, WThile
While he had perfect regard and confi8@10c.
proper conduct of his wife, shot her on the 1st inst. There was a good deal of ex- the catastropheis confirmed in all its horrible in combs and 10@llc for strained. There was [ dence in the opinion of the eleven, and
tlmmgh the breast, lollingher almost instantly, ; citementby the changes incident tothereor- details. A private letter from Salazar says 1 nothing of consequence done in hops ; prices, | The exulnufttimiof the” foreman’ he
“Hie number of the dead is calculate!at ,
remain steady, at 20(uioc. per lb
and then shot himself in the head, inflictinga gauization of the Department and the assump(or fm to choice? H.v Sr7n,r.nd
dne to the twelfth
JBBi
......
r„
dangerous wound. ..A cold-bloodedand brutal tion of office by Mr. New. About 150 employes three-quartersof the entire iwpulation. The easier. Timothy quotable
-----------had
the same thing
at $15.00(atl9.00
for --------- Hjp Honor
murder was committed at Ottumwa. Iowa, one j were dischaiged,fifty of whom were women, few families winch are saved are now on the mixed to prime, and prairie, f9.00@15.00 for on Ills mind yesterday at 4 o’clock, and
outskirts of what was the city, living on what No. 2 to prime. Maple sugar was dull and he allowed Juryman Taylor to devote
day last week. Deputy City Marshal Logan was 1 ... .The decrease in the public debt during the ,
very alow at anythingover 7)£c(58c per lb.
•hot and killed by Jesse Scott Smith, of Bata- ' month of June was $1,431,249. and for the they ctl1 P™'1™- b,lt wil1 «x>n be obliged There was but little trade in old potatoes, and his time to bringing about an agreement*
Logan received two pistol-shots, one fiscal rear ending June SO, $14 399 514 The to retire’ ** tlie Putri,’lcationof tlje dea<1 will new, under larger offerings, were lower :’quo- so far as he could. He learned from,
the note that they were unable to agree*
and that the disagreement waa founded
on their inability to decide upon the
Fire
per
cent,
bonds
.....
607,132,750
who cannot remain long alive in their present 1 denSand^te^df it°f LMfor Onomhga a^
his way to the jail, in charge of the officer,
weight of the testimony and the crediwhen the shootingoccurred.Smith was promptTotal coin bonds ..................
11,707,998,300 condition. Four hundred mules were killed in Saginaw fine, and $1.70 for ordinary coarse,
the streets, and. as there i* no one ' Vegetableswere rather dull, and nearly all the bility of the witnesses, and it appeared
ly arrested by Marshal Van Ammon. Heavy Lawful money debt ......| 14,678,000
to his Honor and every person conversMatureddebt ............ 11,425,820
to remove
remove them, the tench i8 I*8o,1‘1i,rn.
'P P°”
iron manacles were riveted on his wrists and Legal tenders ............ 375,841,687
der ; cabbage sold at $1.50(a 1.75 for crates
ant with the case tliat it was impossible
coming frightful.” Another letter containing two doz ; beets, 20@25c per doz for him to help them by any suggesankles,and he was then lodged in jail. The I Certificateof deposit .... 68,415,000
says that such was the violence of the shock asparagus,40@50c jier doz ; string beans, $1.25
priMner touted that b. w» the -biri th.t
......
*?•!»«*
Coin certificates ........
21,796,300
tions. Not even in his charge could he
that not a single house remained standing,and @1.50 per bu when choice ; choice tomatoes
the deed," and he meant To kill Van Ammon,
were in fair demand for green, and soft were find a means of helping them on that
Total without Intcreat ............. 498,182,411 monuments in tlie cemetery were thrown down
The excitementran till 8 o’clock next morning
dull— quotable at $1.25@1.50 for X bu boxes. point. The weight of the testimony
Total debt .........................
$2,230,284,531
j aud manv removed a considerable distance There was a fair demand for light wool, but
and lynching wae expected every moment.
rested with the jury. It was for 4hem
Total interert ...................... 38,647,556
from their original site. In thirty seconds the heavy was very slow sale ; ouotable at 38@43c to say wliat witnessesthey could believe
Between 1 and 2 p. m. next day, the prisoner Ca«li in Treasury:
for fine to coarse good conditioned unwashed,
City of Cucuta was converted into a mountain
Coin ......................
$79,854,410
and what witnesses they could not. Tlie
waa taken before Acting Mayor Felzer, and, on
25(a32c for washed, and 40(tf50cfor poor to
Currency ................. 3,973,951
of ruins. The horrible blow resulted in the prime tub. Veal was in fair request and court had no right'to interfere. He was
waiving examination, was remanded to jail
Specialdeposit* held for redeath of more than 10,000 jiersons, in additipn steady ; sold at 4@7)^c for poor to choice,
glad to be assured that the disagreement
demption of certificate*
On coming down the stairs from the City Hall,
of deposit ...............58,415,000
did not arise from any want of attention
to
other
thousands
who
were
seriously
wounded
n
heeds
and
hiohwineh.
a half dozen persons, backed by 500 coolon his part, and God knew there were
headed citizens, overpoweredthe officersin
Tot»l to the Treasury ............ % 142,243.361 and bruised. Great numbers of haciendM ! prevaUi^f “tureS to iVse^i^keL TCiere
some points on winch he could do nothhave
been
destroyed,
and
hundreds
of
houses
were
but
few
lots
of
the
various
descriptions
chuge of him. and. throwing one end of a rope
......
ing.
iu the conutrv overthrown, leaving the people duriui? the week* ^ 1 n^er an unsettled
over Smiths head and the other on a lamp- Decrease
^ ------since June 30, 1874 .......... 14,399,514
.....
'Tlie jury was then discharged, and
i Bond* tamed to the PacificRailway
homelMB and conttigneri to poverlj. Many of
post, left his lifelessbody dangling in the air,
I CompanU-n, intercut payable in lawful
filed out of court. Mrs. Beecher went
viewed by thousandsof spectators,in the
money : PrincipaloutaUnding ....... $ 64,623,512 the trees were torn up by the roots and small firm, but prices owiug to the difference in qualto the railing and shook hands with each
f Intereataccrued and not yet paid ...... 1,938,705i hills were opened like a melon.
ity were very irregular. Quotable at $2.80@
broad sunlight.
i Interertpaid oy the I nited State* .....
1
juryman as he passed. Thus ended the
Tin: American rifle team were enthumontioal-i
for “,mmou t0 Kood
2.65 for
p,
..
The Sioux City papers give the particulars of Interert repaid by tranuportation of
• 4 i
a r i
i prime. Clover was scarce and a skade lugher. 8rea* J-ilten-Iieecuerscandal suit,
a Uiple tngedv at the Wiaaeb^o Agency. .An
m
MS*’3U ly receded in Belfast, Ireland, and were ban- Quotable at $6.75@7.00for prime medium. The juiy at one time were seven for
Indian of the tribe, iu a fit of jealousy, killed j Mates ............................... 20,129,791 queted by the city authoritieM....Aduel was Notlung of consequence was done in flax-nomi- { convictionand five for acquittal, but at
1 the close stood nine to three for Beecher.
the seducer of lus wife, then stabbed her to the ! A kovfj. suit has been brought iu the District fought the other day, in Belgium, between
William Dyer, Francis Kane and
Manus were drowued.
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which he committed suicide .... A | Court under the CivU-Rights bill by awhile
dispatch from Lincoln, Neb., says: Reports j man, who sues tlie proprietorof a boardiugfrom the buffalo lands, in the western part of house for colored people for having ejected
this State, report numerous wolves suffering him from the house where he had engaged
from htdrophobia,making it dangerous for board.
hmrtits.: A young man named Ackerly, while
The Postmaster-Geueral.contemplates makafter
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Prew, and j most hSldere were asking a trillt m^r ’this ' lt ifl nimored that Tilton wiU move
Perevier, of Le Figaro, and the latter was figure, and some small sales from store were j for a new trial and a change of venue.
wounded in the chest and arm ____ Gambetta, wade at $1.25. Millet was quiet but firm at It is also intimated that he will endeavor
to procure the indictment of Gen. Tracy
the di.Ungm.hcd French Btateem.„. h» peromptonly declined to accept a challenge from demand existedfor bighwines and the market for perjury.
Mr. Beecher regards the result of the
Paul de (’assaguac, the noted duelist.... The mled steady and firm. Closed at about $1.16.
Parisian Journalists. Rosalie, of Is

trial as a perfect vindication.
There was nothing new of importance noticeable in the market for cooiierage. Trade as is
Areosli Sulci d?.
usual at this time of the year was limited, but
A fearful suicide occurred in Paris the
as the offerings were not excessive former
FINANCE
TRADE,
prices were maintained. Quotations range at other day. Gerard Anthonie called his
. .Col. E. B. Carlin, the Quart ermaater at fort
POLITICAL.
$1.12^(0)1.15for pork barrels, and $1.35(ttl.45 little boy, aged six, and said : “ Little
Banders, Wy. T., committed suicide recently
The Iowa Republicans held their State Con- Weakly Review ot the Chicago Market. for lard tierces ; $1.90@2.10 for whisky barrels, one, you have often wished to play with
and 45@55c for flour barrels. It should be
by cutting his threat from ear to ear. Financial
FINANCIAL,
vention at Des Moines on Wednesday, June 30,
understood that the outside prices for lard this pistol,” showing the child an old
embarrassmenta^d the oom plicationof his
There were no new developments in conuec tierces is only paid for “standard” packages—
and nominated the following ticket for State
____
pistol. “Oh,
Oh, yes, papu.” “Well, we
official affairsare assigned as the cause of his
tion with the money market. The demand for the new size adopted recently by tlie Packers’ I will play with it now,” and loading the
offices : For Governor. Samuel J. Kirkwood ;
act,-; /
JJenteuant-Governor, J. G. Newbold ; Supreme favors was light and the offerings ample. In- Association. Lumber was very dull during the i weapon, the father handed it to the boy.
week. The orders from the Interior were light,
look
he said “ I will trU
I' The eatire village of Meridian,Neb., was
Judgq, Austin Adams ; Superintendent of Pub- terest rates quotable at 7@l0 per cent, accord- aud
as local dealers were buying rather spar1
lie. 8‘.UI‘’
8?;
destroy*! by a tornado recently, / and Alex- lic Instruction, Alonzo Abernathy ____ The Cali- ing to time and security.- Government bonds ringly the market closed With a good
good manv
down on my knees before you ; you will
________
andria* in the same Bute, was also badly dara- fornia Democrats tnet in State Convention at were iu good demand and very steady as follows cargoes unsold. The arrivals during the week point at me right between the eyes and
agftLfj - a,,{
..
Buying, Btlling: were fair. Quotable at •7.7508.00 for joist pull the trigger ; you’ll see how funny
Ban Franciscoon June 30, and nominated U. 8. 6’* of ’81 ......................
—
^ aud scantling. Strips and boards, $8.00@12.00 it is !” and he knelt down. “Aim well,,
122*
William Irwin for Governor. . Congressman J. U.
II. r».
* OX
T)J (FI.
117 V
B. O-JO
S-tJO’a
of ’62
(ex. mi.)
int.) .......... IJT*
.. AJWWW diapatok has bee* .received at the
for common to fair, and $12.50@14.00 for good
118
iu tlie head, between the eyes,” he said
______
_ _____
_
U. 8. 5.2DV o/ ’64 (ex. llLV/ ......... 118*
118* to choice. Shingles, $2,200*170, and lath.
JVar depart ipeati in Washington from Prof. K. Luttrellhas been nominated for re-eleotion
again,
“but first embrace me.” The
122
$1.50. There was but little doing in wood, and
Jennev, in^bich reiterates his former state- by the Democrats of the Third CaliforniaDie- u! 8.‘ 6-2oi Sfta JamiJrrand'jniy.lM v
120* prices remain unchanged. Quotable at $8.00 poor child embraced his father, then
U. 8. 6-20'a of ’67 Jaaiiarjr and Jnly.121*
122
mept^at,. ep, far, he has not found gold
per cord for hickory ; $7.00 for maple ; $6.00 pointed the pistol, as told, and fired.
' U. 8. 6-20’a of ’68 January and July.121*
121*
for beech, and $4.00 for slabs at the yards.
enough ip the Hack Hills to narrmit any exThe Temperance Reformersof California : U. s. 10.40*..
......... 118*
119
Gerard fell back dead, aud the boy, see.117*
tended mining operation-.
ing the terrible result, ran out of the
have nominatedW. E. Lovett for Goreruor. | J s'
!
! 122*
Telegraphic .Market Reports.
122*
Jll, > r
‘ 1room
sobbing. #
The
President
has
appointed,
\yilliam
C.
Oold(fuli
weight).
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lie*
117*
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NEW YORK. •
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The Dark Day.
oeutly boniefl at McKiauey, Toxoa. Low *70 . T,l,e’
bebraaka, Secretary of
Cotton ............................
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15*0 16*
' 'Hie 19th of May, 1780, was distinFLoco-'SnperflneWestern ........ 4 50 0 4 85
000. . ...A diapaW. received fropr Key Weak
J
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New England in August, father of Dop Carlos has been arrestedby
the none by a skunk, and died in the most hor- and of the South in November. Hi is trip will Spanish authorities.
rible agony with hydrophobiasymptoms, the have the same general purpose ak his recent
feame as from the bite of a rabid dog.” Western
>'
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guished by tlie phenomenon of a remarkable darkness all over the Northern
States, and is often referred to as “the

dark (lay. ” At that tiilie the Legislature
of Connecticut waa in session at Hartford. A very general opinion prevailed
, that the day of judgment was at hand.
; The House of Hepresentativesadjourned.
A proposal tb* adjourn, the' Council was
under consultation. When the opinion
of Colonel Davenport waa asked, he
I

answered: “lam against adjournment.
The day of judgment is either apprayefcuig or it is not. If it is not, there is no
cause for adjournment. .If it* is, I
choose to be found doin# my duty,
wish, therefore,that candles may be
brought. "—Hartford Religious Herald.

M

GOSSIP OF THE DAY.

opinion that Mr.

-

Moody is no

fanatic

or

enthusiast.

Polunder, was fatally injured, his back

AMERICA VICTORIOUS.

SPOTTED TAIL.

being broken. Tho other three were not The Greut Intorimtloiuil Rifle Content at
Posimasteb-GenebalJewell expl
Ihihlln— The Ynnkee Boyn Achieve a
| seriously hurt.
that tile iucteoae iu the rate charged for
Signal Victory Over Their Celtic ComThe Indianapolis papers publish the The annual meeting of the Michigan petitors.
registeredletters, which went into optext of an interestingdecision on tho State PomologicalSociety was held at
eration on the 1st of July, has been rensubject of the mhrrmgo contract, dolivMounie, last
number of
deMdl necessaryl)y tho hpt that tlhs
ered h^' Judge CHapmuu^of the Cnminal I delegates and strung!** jf^e pwiept,
biftoth pf the senica bos not baen pay*
oil Tuesday, JunaiM, tho Yauketw
Cotirliu
tlfe pithorir^Wffl 'of rnnwidlUnfiolrim-ing a 1 brillknfc jgid. mwlboiwuetf
iug
’b)’
l^u {(mm ny'flM gmnS
«**•«** tewrt.
flowers victory over the sous of the Green Islej.
From the cable 'dispatcheswe glean
is id longfertoy donbl th»t the mu nud womuu-wl10 ha,,> tUe l,re8euf,! and wm.s wm Tory line
thotfrllowiug interestingparticulars of
Pennsylvania coal-miners’ strike is oonrtl10 lui1^1 The Attonrey-Oerferirl lias gi«n antho exciting contest
The firing at the 800-yards range re________________ ______
___ ___ suited in one point in favor of the Irish
the rates offered si, months since, and l^viso or eondiHonal agreement that Brc regiments of Michigan infantry for
shnnling t Americans,
mere

-

i

A Romance of. the

Forest-Love of Bis
Daughter anil Her Death from a Drokea

Heart.

.

week.,,

lUtot,-,

!of

The

I

aattaaris
the suffering

which

ha* prevailedin

b#t.
ziss&zsr.

i

out.

odious public scandal

The

workingmen'sfopflilioisdsthereforebeing
A criminal action was instituted with a
slowly1 mitigated. V.
view to the abatement of what was re:

Thm rime

it is a Confederate soldier

garded

as an

who, after carrying a bullet in his brain court Jield that it was no scandal ; tliat
for nine years, had it unexpectedly fall

through the roof^of his mouth

day. The
and

the other married ; and that they

bullet did uot hurt his brain,

the brain

the parties are completely

does uot appear

to have

and lawfully

must remain so

until regularly divorced, their agreement
as to duration

of “love-nature” being iu

cojroded the bullet to any serious ex- law void and in morals vicious.
tent. If tliis thing goes much further
we shall have a new school of doctors,

who

will claim that the forcible insertion

Habteb’s Bazar pertinently suggests
that there could not be a better time

of lend into the brain Is a valuable hygi-

than

euic practice.

in their minds the

young folks to fix
importantdates and

tho present for

details of our country’s history. Schools

Reports from the States of Tennessee,
might
Arkansas, and Northern Alabama represent the cotton

crop as giving

signs of

fully an average yield. In but few localities

has

any damage been

plant from any

done to the

cause. The army worm

well throw aside fo^ a while the

regular histories of tho United States,

and arrange a popular

series of lessons

based on the centennialsthat will occur
all

along during the coming eight or ten

out the South, nud those who were forunate enough to plant cotton liberally
will find themselves relieved of all pressing financial troubles.

Everywhere the

negroes are reported to be working well

— much better than ever before—

since

he war.

The

worth

more than

all the

didatic precepts ever uttered to pupils

about the importanceof Studying

his-

tory. The occurrence of these centennials gives a reality to past events which
the mere record of

them does

thus

impressed upon the

the facts are

not,

and

first result of annexing the Fiji young.

„

Island to Great Britain is the death of a
third of the population.A British

.....

Pierrepont
ship Attorney-General
,
.

P™

the

lauded certain emigrants on the island °tUer llay renJcred 8 decl810“ln “n m‘
who
meftsles. Thedia ^ting que.tion of nataUkation.In

were

ease

Fort

fm- a time at
with
them was his favorite dsagHkiM* young,
gul just budding into womanhood.
The fort was thou gflttftonod by companies of an Ohio regirUWitiWivohiuteer

serif

.

brated should be improved by teachers.

be

the war,

..

dredth anniversaryis about being cele-

It would

wvsa

.’

years. Tho natural interest awakened
lias not made it appearanceat all, while
iu the young mind to obtain a clear and
•only a few complaints of lice are made.
connected idea of an event whoso hunThese reports are supposed to be an index of the condition or the crop through-

zzbmn., •as

y

cavalry. Among the offleers of tliis regiment was a young man of good appearance and pleasant maimers; and with
vices when mustered into the State serTim shooting at the 000-yards range whom the chiefs daughter fell in love.
vice cannot !» paid under the law resulted: Americans, 3‘27 ; Irishmen, Her passion does not seem to have been
passed by the Legislature of last win- 802. The shooting at the 1,000-yards reciprocatedby the young soldier, and
he did all iu his power to ennvin/w ilftr
range, which was remarkably fine on
ter.
both sides, was whn by the Americans he could not marry her. and, therefore,
For some time the telegraph south by a score of 301 against 299 for the it would Ihj wrought him to pay hhi dlfrom Lousing has only worked “ by fits Irish. The match was thus won bv the dressos to her. But tho infatuatedgirl
would not be convinced,and couhV not
and starts." A careful examination of American riflemen by a total of 9C7
understand why she; a Princes* and the
to 929.
the wire showed that it was swayed by
The following is a summary of the daughter of the most powerful chief ou
tho wind against a bridge at Diiunouthe plains, was not a suitable wife for
individual scores in each match, (M) being
tlale, where it would touch and cling to the highest number that could ]x>8sibly the yOuhg soldier. Day after day she
would dress herself with scrupulousarmthe head of a spike nail which served as he scored !
and
come to the fort to see lujr Moved.
AMXRICAKH.
a ground wire, breaking the circuit.
It was pitiable to observe her, os hour
800
1,000
900
yrrt*. yrd*. yrd*. Total. after hour she would sit on tho daorstep
Charles Duffie, night telegraph opof tho young officer’squarters waiting
erator at Kalamazoo, went to get a drink Fulton .................. 6H
57
48
Ifil
for him to come out. At another time
Bodine .................
52
59
51
182
one evening last week, and by mistake (lildendeoTO............. 50
50
52
104 she would follow him about the parade
57
181
52
52
dipped into a pail containinga solution Yale ...................
ground like a dog, seeming perfectly'
56
48
Coleman ..................
52
150
55
50
163 happy if she could only be near him anil
of sulphateof zjno and copper used in Larkin ................ ‘ 58
enjoy the poor privilege of looking at
making the battery. He hod taken two
Total ................ 337
327
803
967
him.
UUXHMKN.
or three swallows before he tasted it.
Spotted Tail, hearing of tho strange
sou
OoO
1,000
He wont home in great agony, but by
yrdt. l/rd*.
Total. conduct of his daughter and deeply mortified at her want of self-respect,hastened
the prompt use of remedies was soon out
59
Pollock ...... ...........
53
49
161
to tho fort, and, putting her iu charge
58
50
55
of danger.
Wllnon ................
103
58
Johnaon .................
54
50
102 of some kind friends, bade them carry
A fiw days ago, while some laborers Hamilton ................ 50
51
54
101 her off into the Rocky Mountains, where
..................
55
37
41
133
were at work on some excavatiousnear Milner
McKenna ...............
52
53
44
149 a portion of his tribe dwelt, and endeavored iu every way to make her forget
Big Prairie, in Monroe county, they
Total ...............
338
292
299
929
her unfortunate love. She went away
came upon a quantity of bones, forming
ToUl majoritiesat all ran^ea— American*, 38.
meekly enough, but fell into a deep
the skeletonof a mastodon, which were
The New York Times' special from melancholy,from which no effort of
exhumed. One of the immense tusks was Dollymount says at the close of the friends could arouse her. Presently she
eleven feet in length, and seven inches firing at 900 yards the defeat of the Irish refumnl to take any food aud pined away
was acknowledged,and luncheon was to a mere skeleton.
iu diameter at the smallest extremity,
taken in chagrin,gloom, outspoken disOne day a courier,whoso horse was
where a portion seemed to have been satisfaction,and symptoms of disorganwhite with foam, sought the great chief
broken off. Several teeth were found ization among tho Irish. The crowd, and told him Bint his daughter was dyin a greater or less degree of preserva- which manifestedintense anxiety os to ing of a broken heart, and wished to see
the result, had now grown to about him once more before she passed to the
tion, which measured six inches iu diam30,000. Every Irish bulls eye was happy spirit land. Away over mountain
eter, the largest weighing five pounds. cheered, and a disturbance was becomand stream hurried the chief, and
One of the ribs was nearly eight feet j ing imminent, The police were power- paused not for food or rest until he had
long, and the entire skeleton must have ! le8fl» ftU(i ^r* Hamilton addressed the reached the bedside of his beloved child.

^

union was
the 'mi(m ,ra, 10 1*8‘ only 80 >on8 “
“ love-nature ” of the parties held

:

During the lottw

fart of Spotted Tail’s faraMy raraain,.,!

:

footing

He found her still alive but fast sinking,
aud she bid him sit close beside her aud
an fl
*
8
Stein- j The men
obliged to abanflon
!
hold her fieehless hands in his while she
koanler immigrated to tliis country and excavationon account of the water, but been restored. Every gentleman on the
natives, knowing nothing of ite nature,
told him all her simple story of love and
was naturalized in 1854. Subsequently pumps have been procured aud an attempt ground now became a policeman, aud suffering and a broken heart. She said :
insisted upon rushing into the sea to
he returned to Germany, taking with will be made to recover more of the re- there was groat hustling, and the dis- “ I shall soon be? at rest, my father, and
alleviate the heat of the fever. The
order can hardly be exaggerated.A de- with those of our kindred who have gone
him a son, then aged four years, and a maius of a past age.
bathing produced dysentery, and the
lay of thirty-fiveminutes resulted, when before. In that beoutiful land 1 will
native of the United States. The son is
A temporary injunction, says the Lan- partial order was restored. At the 1,000- wait for you aud you will soon come to
latter carried off 50,000. Of course this
dejected and join me, dear father, tor your locks are
is a terrible affair, viewed merely from a now twenty years old, and the question 8ing Republican, has been issued in the . yard range, tho Irish,
.
whitened with years of care, you are fast
humanitarian s&nd-point, but the result at l80lJe ^8as 10 bi8r^wm^ mil,tary aer- 1 Superior Court at Detroit to restrain tho
proved to be me^lv^audc^^Iilgrowing old aud tired. You ore a great
will be really a gain iu the world, since YiQe to Germaiiy* • Thei Attomey-Gen-^ County Treasurer and Sheriff from col- ner missed his third shot, the crowd
chief and liave yet many warriors,but
the dead natives will be speedily filled era
conclusion tliat the
the taxes under the new liquor groaning vociferously.When he missed the pale faces are more numerous than
by English emigrants, who will make a ! bo*v lias tw0 nationalitie8’ one uat,iral1 law. The bill tiled praying for tnis in- his ninth shot the uproar on tho Irish the leaves of the forest, aud I pray you
and the other acquired. The father re- 1 jlluction was in behalf of 400 wholesale side of the ground was tremendous. The to cease from warring with them. Spare
aiew Australia out of the Fiji Islands.
eleventh shot he missed also, producing your people, my chief, rest yet a little
turniug to Germany, renaming hi, alle- 1 atu, retail dealer8i who claim that thc Uw
consternation. Hamilton soured a suc- while iu peace, iind you will have reached
i9 uncou9titntional.
Moses George, of Dansville,N. Y., a giance, the aon partakes of the statu* of : is
unconstitutional, They declare that cession of threes, and blamed the crowd the end of your journey of life and come
veteran of the war of 1812, and 80 years the father. Being a minor, and haying the law was passed in evasion and vio- for his lack of success. Everybody to join me in tho happy home to which I
of age, extracted from his groin on the enjoyed the protection of the German lation of the 47 tli section of tho 4th seemed to be in bad temper. The ropes am now going. The pale faces are his
were broken by the Irish near the close, people, and between you and them I
28th of May a bullet which was buried government, he, for the time being, article of the Constitution,which deFulton aud Bodine not yet having hope war will never come again. And,
there by the rifle of an Indian at the or until of age, owes military duty, the clares that the Legislatureshall not pass finished. Fulton missed the targed
O my father and my chief, when I am
battle of Chippewa in July, 1815. It obligationsbeing reciprocal, but when any act authorizing the granting of through disorder. The crowd, cheering, dead take my poor wasted body aud lay
is somewhat blackened, but beneath a the boy becomes of age, he can return to license for the sale of ardent, spiritu- rushed across the ground, causing great it on the hill beside the fort where I
confusion.
I learned to love so well.” The pulseless
thin coating the lead is as pure aud the Uuited States as an American citi- ous, or other intoxicating liquors. They
Bodine quietly takes his position for hand grew cold as the great cliief prombright as it was over a half century ago. zen with all the rights and privileges of claim tliat the payment of this tax oper- the last shot, and the crowd ranges itself i ised his child all she asked of him, then
The limb his shortened six inches. The such, and would even be eligible to the ates as a, license. Several other reasons along the lino of the fire, leaving a wide the lustrous eyes glazed over, the thin
opening towards the targets,but only lips ceased to move, the smile fled from
bullet did uot come out by its original Presidency of the United States.
are given for its unconstitutiouality, but
wide enough to expose two of tho targets the wasted face, and the Indian girl was
entrance, but about four inches above,
this is the principal one. Theodore to the view of the firer. All control has
dead.
aud was taken out by veteran George
Romeyn and F. A. Hiker are the counsel beeu lost over them, but Bodine lies still
The heart-broken chief bid the attendhimself, without the aid of instruments.
for the liquor dealers, and a test case will and silent. A puff of smoke, and the ants dress the body of tho Princess for
State Land CommissionerClapp sold be taken to the Supreme Court for de- crack of his rifle is heard, aud his bullet burial, aud on the shoulders of stout
After sixty years of anxiety on the subflattens in the bullseye. A tremendous warriors it was carried to Laramie and
ject, he is now relieved of solicitude as 58,000 acres of swamp and 2,000 acres ci9jon<
cheer is given for the Americans by the . laid to rest among the pale faces, one of
to the possible effect of lead in the of asset and primary-school laud at auccrowd en masse, fhe police stand firm 1 whose race she had so fatally loved. Her
The WorhPs Population.
tiou at Lansing, on Tuesday of last week
system.
around the teams, with the crowd on the grave is still pointed out to the traveler,
German statisticianshave recently outside, standing sturdy aud ill-humored, and there it will long remain a momHiram Bence, of Barry county, has
A curious legal case has just been been arrested on complaint of R. D. brought out some interestingfigures as hut not towards the Americans. Maj. ment of the saddest story of the plains.
to the population of the world. These Leech addressed the Americans and surSpotted Tail often speaks of his dead
tried in Ulster county, N. Y. James O.
Russell, of Kalamazoo, charged with new researches set down the present rounding mass, aud declared himself daughter with affectionateremembrance,
Schoonmaker agreed that if {Stephen J.
speariug in Gem Lake during the for- number at $1,391,030,080, a total calcu- beaten, and the Americans the first shots and once iu a great council held with
Case should get married within three
lated to cultivate humility iu each sepa- iu the universe. He then called for the whites at Laramie he said : “Were
bidden season.
rate unit of that mighty number. Vic- cheers for Col. Gildersleeve and his men,
mouths after the date of the connot the hopelessness of resistance and
The Postofficeat Marslialllias been toria sways her mild scepter over 300,- which were not very heartily given, but the dictates of policy sufficientto restrain
ract, he would pay half of the
000,000. India has about the same num- when called for by a man iu the crowd mo from acts of war, tho pledge I made
•clergyman’s fee, board the wife six designatedas one of the additional mon- ber, China less. South America has
they were given with tremendous enthusi- to my dead child iu her dying hour
months without charge, aud furnish a ey-order offices at which the German in- wasted and worn away her people by asm, the crowd bursting in to “ shake would cause mo to keep at peace with
team and carriage for the wedded pair. ternational money-order system is to be civil wars, and some of her States, nota- liands” with the Americans and their your people."
bly Paraguay, show au alarming falling ladies, amid vociferous cheering,
Case, in case he should not marry within put in operation. *
off of 337,000. Carrying forward
Col. Gildersleevecalled for cheers for
A Plethora of Peaches.
the specified time, agreed to pay for tiie
The Battle Creek Journal says that calculations to the future, it is estimated1 the Irish team, but there came no reTlie iieach growers of the Marland and
use of the carriage for one day, besides the deposit of salmon spawn in Goguac that in the year 2,000, only 125 years | sponse, except from the Americans presDelaware Peninsula have done what
this tune, the United States will ent. All of the Irish team blame some•damages. He failed to get married Lake has yielded well, and that myriails from
,
American citizens always do when they
thing or each other, and tlie whole popuwithin three months, and then Schoon- of young salmon, from two to four inches ia'e a PQP11^0*1 146,000,000,
are bothered— they have held a convenlation is positively fierce with them. The
tion. The first tiling to be settled was :
nmker sued him for two hundred dollars, long, are now sporting in its clear
Rebuking a Juror.
Lord Mayors of London, Dublin, and
and reveived a verdict in his favor. On waters.
In the Beecher-Tilton trial the other York on the ground congratulated the How many peaches are there to lie this
day,
while Mr. Beach, one of the coun- victors. The Americans were extremely year ? Well, at the convention estimates
appeal the first decision was reversed,
Edward Ward, fireman, injured iu a sel for plaintiff, was deliveringhis argu- popular before the contest, and are much fluctuated. Some said 8, #00, 000 baskets.
-and Schoonmaker has a heavy bill of
collisionou the.Michigan Central railroad ment, he noticed an expressionof in- more so now, and their calmness, mod- Some said 6,000,000baskets. ThePhila•costs to pay.
delpliia,Wilmington and Baltimore railnearly four years ago, died at his resi- credulity upon the face of the foreman esty, and self-relianceare extolled everyway authoritieshave settled upon the
of thc jury, Carpenter. Looking liim where.
•
dence
in Marshall from the effects of inlarger figures, and have made preparaMr. D. L. M#ody^ the Chicago resteadily in the face, Mr. Beach said : “I
Personal Appearanceof Washington. tions to transport that quantity. Midjuries
sustained
in
the
above
mentioned
am entitled to your respectful consideravivalist,has won the respect of the paThe Boston Journal of Commerce dletown, it is said, is the largest peachcollision.
tion, sir. I am presentingto you (still
tricians as well as that of the masses of
looking squarely at Mr. Carpenter)some gives the lollowing description of George growing section of the Peninsula.Here,
England. Lord Sliaftsburyspeaks very
The State Treasury balance for the evidence iu this case, evidence that baa Washington’s personal appearance : for instance, is Gov. Cochran, who will
ship 125,000 baskets, and^lir. Shelcross,
highly of him. At a recent meeting of mouth of June, 1875, is as follows :
uot been contradicted. You may smile, “Washingtonwas 6 feet 2 inches in
who vill send to market 150,000 baskets.
height,
with
a
very
erect,
stalwart
frame.
|1,197,%1.03 but you are here under your oath to solthe Church Society of Loudon he said Balance May 31, 1875 ..................
Receipt* for June. ..................... 19-2,113.94
From tnih elation the railroadcompany
He
had
a
fine
breadth
of
chest
;
long,
emnly weigh the sworn evidence prethat he was thankful to God that Mr.
well-shaped,and very strong arm ; a expects to carry 600,000 baskets, deTotal ...............................
$1,390,074.97 sented before you, and I have a right to
bloody had not been educated at Oxford. Payments for June ....................
102,599.57 expect your courteous attentionafter broad, large hand, with a graap like a manding 50 cars per diem, and two enHe (Mr. Moody) had a wonderful power
vise ; and very straight,well-rounded gines. The ML Pleasant crop is estiBalanceJuno 30, 1875 ....... .......... $1,287,535.40 thirteen days of speech- making on the
lower limbs. He had a large head; set mated at 500,000 baskets; Dover, 400,of getting at the hearts of inen, and
other side."
on a strong, full neck, with a command- 000. From the Queen Ann aud Kent
Antoinette
Shavery,
a
deaf
and
while the common people heard him
A raft covering twe/ity acres of sur- ing carriage. His bait Was brown, or County railroad the estimate is 700,000.
gladly, many persons of high station had
womun* while crossing the track face, and containing 3,460,000 feet.bf
dark auburn ; his eyes a grayish blue, Then from other points, one writer
been greatly atrnpfrtffch the
Shore and Michigan South- timber, broke up against the Interna- set far apart, and' his complexion ruddy, tliinks, there will be additional shipsimplicity oif hfaftt&ching.Tlie Lord
ra^roa^
clays since, was tional bridge on the Niagara river lately, our florid. Stuart, who painted him, de- ments, so that the crop will come up
really to 10,000,000 basket*-Aew York
•Choncsllordf inland had said to him : j knocked down, by a car attached to a and went to nieces. About one million clares that the sockefa ojt his, eyes were
. r it
feet of lumber lodged on the head of larger than he had ever met with before,
41 The Simplicity of thhtj man’s preaclunft switch engine, and bbth her legs cut off.
Graud Island. Much of the remainder and the upper parti of his nose broader
A Naw York paper gives this piece •(
the clear manner ih; wpich^ie sets fortn
and fuller. 'All; of his features were in- valuableinformation ; “ Don’t dun your
At Lansing, on Monday last, a scaf- went over the falls.salvation by Christ, is to me the most
dicative of the strongest passipns,al- creditors through the postoffice with a
strik'np ami HoH
tbe tbird 9tor7 oi tlie uew | A Pennsylvaniaeditor calls Tennyson though his judgment and great selfpostal card An Ohio court has decided
striknig and delightful thing I ever knew Capitol, letting four men fall to the secU£UgUUU1 imug A ever KDeW tal,lt01’ lettin8 ta* men fall to the sec- j an “ old Stoughton bottle," and tells him I
hTrLni rtifWn* in it to be libelous,as it tends to the injury
my life.” * Hie lordship expressed the ond floor below. Thomas Leilweski, a 1 to “cork
|
The world."
of a man's business reputation.”

^

£

twenty or thirty feet in length.
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up?
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Intelligent.

arrivals.
«*r Hvott. !•

bbta

Mnr

80

pkn mdte.

Ochr Trt-Cok*4 bblapork.

“

Jotaa.

Btiiip

Harun, 70 pkn nda«.

Bg BiaadardBock 10 cds bo)U.
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MY OFFER.

]

8cbr Hopa.

7,

Stmr Hama.
8chr Til-Color, 87 m lnmb«r.
Joact 183 edn bark.
Bpray 48 eda Hark.
Stmr Huron, lOObbla heading.
St Bb StandardRock 15 bbla feed.
Hchr Hope 8P m lumber.

“
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Editor.

Of

Cltv Clerk— Oaths of offices filed
of Special Policemen, appointedJuly 5th.
Hon. Z. Chandler and Gov. Bngley
Of Justice Post— Monthly report for
June; amount of fines. |5.
are supposed to be caodidatea for the auo
Of Justice Van Schelven— Report for
cesaorahip to Hon. T. W.Ferrjf, as United
months of May and June; amount of fines
States Senator.

$28.

statisticians

have

Of Marshal— Arrests during the month
recently of June; also licenses collected, $3.

Of City Physician— Monthly report for
world. These new June; number of cases treated,1.
INTRODUCTIONOK BILLS.
lesearches set down the present number at
The
Com.
on Ways and Means reported
1,381,030,000,a total calculated to cultivate
an Ordinance on salaries, which was read
humility iu each seperate unit of that

Es

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
The London TYmes, speaking about the
By Aid. Ranters,
French University Education Bill, pendIfaolMt,
That the “Poor Fund” be and
ind in the assembly says: “It makes
is hereby established, and that |500 of the
changes of immense importance.It gives
moneys paid into the City Treasury from
the death blow to a system of educational taxes collected from liquor dealers lie
despotism, under which a secular and often placed to the credit of said Fund.— Carsceptical

body has hitherto shaped the

higher leaching of the young

men who

LO-oTo.
Holla NnCIty Lodge, No.

199,

F.

„

AM1100S ANDJPSCIOSAHI

..
John Kramkb, N. O.
M. Harrington, Rec. Sec'y.

Holland, Mich., June

— SOLID AT

Store.

24, 1875. 19-21

-

I am the owner and agent for the following City Lots, which I will sell at such prices
as the “Board of Review,” now iu session
shall apprize them at:

Block

11,

“ 2, “
“ 5, “

“

“

By Aid. Ranters,

“

for

it

C, West Addition.

CASE.

its

6,

“

of Spernatorrikkaor Seminal
Weakness. InvoluntarySeminal Losbcb, Ixpotin
cy, Mental and PhysicalIncapacity, Impediments
to Marriage,etc.; alao, Consumption. Epilipsy
aud Fits, inducedby self-indulgence or Sexual extravagance, Ac.
Price, In a sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable Essay,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ success,
fnl practice, that the alarming consequences cf
self-abuse may be radically cured withoutthe dan
gerous nse of Internal medicine or the application
of the knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once
simple, certain and effectual,bv means of which
cverysnfferer.nomatter what his conditionmav
he. tyay cure himself cheaply, privately,and radl

HOWARD.

for the

appearanceof the parties the

passage.—Adopted.

J. O.

the sale of liquors which pay a tax of $87,-

350.

the testimony. The two Fullers appeared

court with their attorneysMessrs.

in

Me

Bride and Stewart. Although much 1ms
been said about the

effects

of their stay in

prisoners do not look as if they had experienced

much suffering. They are

in fact

retail malt liquors,285;

wholesale mail liquors,3; wholesale spirituous liquors, 20; breweries, all grades, 31.

Lieut. Gov. Holt, of Muskegon,
sails for

prison and the “terrors of conscience,” the

Europe

in the course

who

of a month,

will visit Egypt and Palestine, making the
tour of the Nile, inspecting the Pyramids,

and spending a short time

in

the ancient

the same old Fullers; “Mel” with his reckcity of Alexandria. The Governor will be

a cent”
gone
man looking as usual.

less air and general “don’t care
actions, and the old

The

latter has

been sick, but

it

nearly a year.

yond

special grtircs.

this were

prisoners, but be-

not gratified,as the coun-

sel for the defense

were not ready

SPECIAL MEETING.

for the

examination, and obtained an adjourn-

A

Special Meeting of the members of
ment until next Tuesday morning, when, the Holland Cemetery Corporation,will
l>e held in the consistory room of the First
it is said, botli sides will be prepared to
Reformed Church, in the City of Holland,
begin and go through with the examinaon Thursday, July 15, 1875, at 9 o’clock in
tion.
the forenoon,for the transaction of busiThe Fullers were then taken back to ness.
A. C. Van Raalte, Prurient.
jail, where Mel says he sleeps as well as if
K. Schaddelkk,Secretary.
he was in a palace. Nothing can be learnDated Holland, July 2, 1875.
ed as to what the evidence will be, beyond

what was given at the inquest,but it is
certain that much new matter has been
obtained and will be presented. On the
other hand the defendantsare represented

by able counsel and claim to Jbe able to
prove tbeir innocenceof the terrible charge.

We

will give the proceedingsof the exam-

ination,

which cannot fall to be

interest-

ing, in our next issue.

companied by the

Sheriff,

Watson and

others were in town for the purpose of se-

curing new evidence. Among other things

PUBLIC JETTING.

W.

it

Saturday.
For further particulars apply to P
PFANSTIEHL, Holland and

DEPUY & LAWLER, 22-20
Street,

15-tf.

Cappon,
Bbnjamhj&e,

E. S.

DUNN,

Clerk.

ITY HOTEL,

New Meat Market.
Jn*t East of the City Hotel I have opened a new
Meat Market where the public will be served at all
times with the choicest of all kind* of Meats, a*
the differentseason of the year mav demand. All
I a*k Is to give me a call and satisfy yourselves of
the
8. I. RANDALL.
Holland, May 5,
uja-tf

AND

above.
1875.

DINING HALL.

mCElTIX.”

“

This House has changed Pro-

and is open to the
traveling public. No pains have
been spared by the new Proprietor to make it
prietors,

PUMPS! PUMPS! FIRST-CLASS.

The travelingPublic and all others
who want a good dinner can get it at the

If you want pumps, don't bo deceived by slop
Lee Cream and Straw}terry Short-Cake, shop work, that is being brought in from other
quarters which i* made for to sell and not for to
every day during the berry season.
work, not to last: it will g« t out of order and you
Potatoes,and New Tomatoc* and all the del- will get ont of natlence with It anc'
icacies the
and foreign market af- out of your well. Then you go to

The

Building
Committee.

J.

MC VICAR,

Holland, June

Proprietor.

IP.

25, 1875.

EC.

WILIMIS,

Cor. 10th and River Street* and buy you a good
substantial and easy working pump, which has
been pnt down to wholesale prices,so low that a
| person can buy one for almost half what they used
i to cost. Wilms will sell his horse* and quit peddling •Pomp*, and therefor sell them lower at
Tbt* Soap ia manufactured from pnre material*, the Factory.
and as it contain* a large percentage of Vegetable
Holland, Mich. Mav 11.
13-tf
Oil. la warrantedfully equal to the be*t Imported
('a*tlle Soap, and at the same time po**e**e8all
the wa*hing and cleaning propertleBof the celebrated German and French Laundry Soap*. It t*
therefore recommendedfo- u*e in the Lanmlrv.
Kitchen, and Bath-room, and for general hoiiMehoid
pnrpwea: al*o for Printer*, Painter*, Engineer*,
and Machinist*, a* It will remove stains of Ink.
Grease. Tar. OH. Paint, etc., from the hand*. Manufactured only by

CRAUP'fon IUPER1AL
IS THE “BEST.”

IW,

and the season afford.

The Rooms

6.

8

and

10

Rntgcr* Place, and 88 aud 35 Jeffer- I want to dispose of an 90 acre farm, worth $2,000
at a great sacrifice.25 acres of this land
Street,New York.
D improved, and contains 4 acres of
18-&.
bearing orchard.

on

WI

IT

E CLAY SOIL.

At greatly reduced rates. The

.

»

A GREAT BARGAIN.

Home-made Wines, at the

Pure

:o:

Location-fl miles sonth-eant of the City ot Hol-

land.

- --

PER GALLON,

Nathan Kenyon, Banker.
HOLLAND, MICH.,.
Does

general Banking, Exchange, and Colection bnstuess.Collections made on all points

sight. Foreign exchange bonght
Tickets to and from all points in Europe
eoldatmy office.
105 tf
N. KENYON.
for pamphlets
to check

ass'asasESE

uncle of the writer’s wife; further infur- part of the world. Send
and particulars.Address, H. T. Bond
(Ration was requestedand furnishedhim
M. D., Penna. Cancer Institute, 1319 Chesby forwarding a copy of the News.
nut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Window Shades,

Office on First Floor.
For the convenienceof Commercial
Agents a large and well lighted sample

room has been

SENT

FREE^K.Kuiirj 1

’

J.

W.

MINDERHOUT,

Prop’r.

Holland City being located at the
bend of Black Lake, six miles from Lake
Michigan, is beautifullysituatedfor excursionists and fishing parties, and the Proprietor will do all in Ids power for the accommodation of his guests, and render
their stay pleasant.

WERKMAN &

SONS,

General1 Dealers.
River

Street,

.....

Holland.

-:o:Announce to the PupHc that they have received
large and new stock of

D
)
Which is more complete In every departmentthan
ever before. They have a large line of all kinds ol

Flannels.
Repellents,
Cottonades
Shawls,

Young

Ladies1 Goods.

Gentlemen's
Underwear,
Prints,

Rations.
Bats & Caps.

•

Feather Beds,
Mattresses,

COFFUnTS.
^

the

ed with the Hotel.

Feathers,

Wall
,,,”v paper bought
i-iiiU)$::n.Ann per wefkiyo//,iith«-meortrave!lfc.
erce of charne
bumathing now. Atkinas, Tbo Beverly LV,
^

Clika^o,

up on

ground floor. Livery connect-

Oil Cloths,

,

fitted

Ladies and

. Carpets,

fit

new and

Skirts,

a

in the United State* and Enrope. Particular attention paid to the collectionsof Banka and Bankers.
Remittances made on day of payment. All buelpesa entrustedto me shall nave prompt attention. Interest allowed on time deposits, snbject

and

elegant furniture.

EOR SALE.

2, 4,

are spacious

well furnished with

Improved Farm

CRAMPTON BROTHERS,

be

supplied
with the best the market

home

fords.

T. E. Annis.
1875.

table will

New

Wall Paper,

30,

River

On Board.

Chicago, and

Holland, Mich., May, 1875.

M. Reidsema & Son.

Holland, Mich., June

Tuesday, Thursday, &

vm ATI. ^

The

Pine Creek Bay from the dock looking
was taken. Both sides are having this done as each bases a “theory” on

CHICAGO,

Leaving

DOESBURG.

1875.

of

J. Van Landegend,

' The same day Postmaster Verbeek received a letter dated Clinton ville, Wis.,
July 1st, from C. A. McFall, stating that
they had heard of the murder of Wilson
Pound, and that the deceased was an own

Box. 5486
»-lyr.

Mr. De Jong,
Sealed proposals will be received by the Wine-cellar
M. D. HOWARD,
undersigned,for the building of a WardCor. 8th and River Streets.
River
street, are now offered to
School house, on the corner of Maple and
HollandCity, Mich.
May
9th,
1875.
Eleventh street In the city of Holland.
the Public.
vintage of
The buildingwill be one-storyhigh, 28 x
48, and veneered with brick. The materi- 1874, is now sold at
J.
ala to be furnishedby the contractor. Plan
*
o
and specifications can be found at the
store of Van Landegend & Metis; also the
The oldest Furniture House in
terms of payment. All bids must be in
before .Saturday,July 10, 1875, 7 o’clock, in quantitiesof not less than
the City.
p. m. The committee reserves the right
Five
Gallons.
Always keep a full and well selected stock of Furto reject any and all bids.
niture,at prices correspondingwith the times.
By order of the Board of Education
Holland, Mich., June 1, 1875. 8w

a photograpiiof the scene of the murder,

north,

ft a

Office

HOLLAND,

Monday,Wednesday&Friday;

A 7

PHOENIX HOTEL

81.00

Thursday, the Prosecuting Attorney ac.

New York; Post

SOUTH HAVEN*

Leaving

1875.

was nothing

serious.

The crowd saw the

Holland, July 7,

Of retail dealers in spirituous liquors

courtroom was crowded with spectators
there are 44Q;
intent on seeing the prisoners and hearing

127 Bowkht,

GMJISIiCHIIEtll, s.T.
ALLOX,

Via

Cha’s J C. Klein & Co.

iFTJRIE
Q

between

Ml

I'll

j

WT

15, Old plat.

BY THE

make Tri-Weekly trips

Will

Emy

W. Add.

G.'

ALEX. ELTON, Master,
RESTORED!

recommending

THIRD READING OK BILLS.
The examinationof John H. Fuller for
The above Ordinance was read a third
the murder of Wilson Pound began at time and a majority of all the aldermen
Grand Haven on Wednesday last. The elect not voting therefor, the same was
son Melvin C. Fuller was brought before lost
Adjourned.
the court at the same time and a plea of
not guilty to the charge of the murder was
Detroit has, under the new liquor law,
given by him. The examination was beseven hundred and sixty-five places for
fore Charles T. Pagelson Esq. Before the
hour

HURON,

25, 1875. 2-tf

$fui gKlmtisrmfnts.

THE FULLER

r

The Side-wheel Steamer.

JubI published, a new edditlon of
5r. Culrinwll'i Celetratrt
on
the radical cure (withoutmedicine)

“

14-tf

for the fiscal year of 1875,”

1875.

20,

-

hi* support by the city, and it having been
Also 300 Lots in my addition to the City
represented to us also that the said Railof Holland, on long time, at 7 per cent
road Company have expressed their willinterest and no payment down on the
for Tilton is the result of the last ballot,
ingness in some manner or other to aid the latter.
and may be considered as representative said Paul Geeuse ; therefore
No reflectionupon the “Board.”
cally.
of the opinion of the country. Tried, not
Ifaolved, That the Director of the Poor
M. D.
UT This Lectureshould be in the hands of
every youth and every man In the land.
before a jury, but before the entire En- and the City Attorneyare hereby charged
Scot under seal, in a plain envelope, to anv adto look into this matter and report to the
glish-speaking world— not as an adulterer
dress.poet-paid,on receipt of six cents or two post
Council in what manner and to what exstamps.
only, but exposed iu all his defects as a
tent aid is to be furnished to the said Paul
Address the Publishers.
preacherand a pastor, as a writer and a Geense; and that for this purpose they

communicate with the said C. & M. L. S.
R. R, Co., relativethis matter.— Carried.
a husband and a father,Mr. Beecher emerGENERAL ORDER OK THE DAY.
ges from this trial endorsed as threeThe
Council went into the Com. of the
fourths sound. How many that condemn
Whole, Aid. Matrau in the chair, aud rehim, could stand that same test, and come ported “An Ordinance to provide for the
out equally well ?
payment of salaries of certain city officers

May

Druggist,

MOOD: HOWLOSUP

45.

made upon
Nino for Beecher aud three

teacher, as a citizenand a public man, as

Capt, F. R. Brower,
HOLLAND, MICH,

15.

nesses and the testimonyhave

the people.

V

—

81.

F. “

9,

will address

Holland, Mich.
Holland, Mich., Feb.

“

“10,

Persons wishing to charter

-

BY

WALSH,

H.

29.

“

1,

Exclusion Parties.

Wholesale and Retail

7b (he Editor qf the Holland City Hem:

Lot

FILLS,

Impurities of the Blood.

writing paper and envelopes at

Walsh’s City Drng

AND

Have a eneolflc Influenceupon the Liver and
Bowole,and stimulate theno organs Into each vlgotoub action that the impediments are removed.
Favorablyknown by operating mildly.
They prevent all irrcgularitleaoriginating from

A Choice Lot
Of

Sabbath School Fic-nics

DR. SCHOUTEFS

IndependentOrder

Odd Fellows, holds Us regular mefetings at Odd
Fellows’ Hal], Holland Mich .on Tuesday Evening
of each week.
Visiting brothersare cordiallyInvited.
of

“ 14,

made

Lake Michigan.

.

ried.

WfterwA, Applicationhas been

And

FH

Sx'y.

“

which the wit-

BLACK LAKF

VERY

Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, July
14, at 7* o’clock,
Oio. Laudsh, W. M.
J. O. Doisburu,
47-ly

ii

reflects the impressions

express purpose of acommodating the rublic for Lake
Excursions on

I have flitted

Lots 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,18, 14
WAewM, Paul Geense, late an employee and 15 in Blocks E and H West Addition.
filled the professions and made the laws of
on the C. & M. L. S. R R. Co., and while
Lots 1, 2, 8, 4 and 5, Block 25, old plat.
the country.”
in their employ, last year met with a serLot
9, Block 2. Lot 4, Block 3. S. W. Add.
ious accident, which has disabled him to
^ ii
ii
6. “ 4, “
The finale of the Tilton Beecher matter the extent that at present and for some “ 9, M
it
9,
13. “ 4, “
13. “
“
is not at all surprising.The jury’s ver- time to come he will be unable to sustain
a
“13,
8. “ 0, »
11. “
u
himself
and
family;
and
dict is in harmony with public sentiment
ii

and

for the

up a large aud
A Perfect Fit Guaranteed. suitable barge with awnings
PRICES
LOW. and seats, which can carry from
300 to 400 persons, just the
FULL LINE OF GENTS'
GOODS
thing for
Holland, Mich., April 20, 1875. 10-tf

F. A A. X.

the population of the

twice, and placed upon the General Order
of the Day.

me

been purchased by

3
GO

E

brought out some interesting figures as to

mighty number.

he propeller Twi-iight has

1

t-H

w

A Keuular Communication of Unity Loduk,
II. W. Verbotk * Co., pigeon hole case, etc.,$87.25
J. VerpUnke, repairing of bore, ............. 8.18 No. 191. K. A A. M., will b« held at Masonic Hall,
REPORTS OK CITY 0KKICKR8.

n
o
a
ta
o
o
H

!

!

t-*

Proprietor.

Of Com. on Claims and Accounts, rec-,
commending payment of the fullowing

Saturday, July 10,1 875-

German

Cl

Holland, Sept. 18, 1874.

—Adopted.

HIS.

o
w
S

bills:

VAN SCHELVEN, - ----- -«•»-

CALL AND SEE

Heber Walsh,

counts.

a

KstablUhraautIn this Oily, In the Store of Mr.
O. Briyman, corner of Eighth and Market Street*.

OQ

—Referred to Com. cn Claims and Ac- given.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

Joseph, has opened

St.

EXCURSIONS

Vsrplsoks,repairing ofhow ..............|3.4i open on Sundays, until further notice is

J.

REPORTS OK COMMITTEES.

0.

Formerly of

The City Drug Store will lie kept

accounts.

M

1875

1875.

1875.

DEPARTURES.

Gu Wurz, 1875.

Cha’s

To any one who wishes to keep a Livery,
Stable, and ruu a 'Buts from and to the
The Council met in regular session.
Present: Mayor Van Landegend, Alii. Railroad Depot* and a Hotel, I otter the
Matrau, Ranters, Fliemao, Breytnan and use of the barn of the ,ETNA HOUSE,
free of charge, with an additional bonus
Vissers.
The minutes of the previous meeting for running U in connection with my Hotel. This is a splendid opportunity and
were read and approved.
Aid. PfansUebl appeared tod took hia any on! wishing to Invert will address:
P. Zalbman,
•eat.
JEtna House,
PETITIONS.
Holland, Mich.
Of G. J. Haverkate ami two others, for
Holland, April 88,
11—18
a sidewalk along the west side of Public
Square, with crosswalki.—Referred to
Special Notice.
Com. on Streets, Roads and Bridges.

HOLUNL.

POBI Of

Official.

Common Council.
Wednesday, July

of

u*, will be

trimmed

4G-8 s

ly

Give them

7

t,VUI U'UU

aJcAll

before buying elsewhere.

CHEAP FOR CASH.
Holland, Mich., Sept.

15,

1874.

47-3e-ly

New

Germany

potatoes are brought to market and

—
Mr. H. Gekon

opened

lias again

cery store at his old stand,

in

---

-*•*-

-

The College Farm

Costly fuunituue— Indian bureaus.

a good

The

poet, went
It

pronounced a complete success.

No man can become

On Thursday afternoon, a little girl of
Mr. N. Noble, who resides about a mile
burned.

talking

explained.

^

_
is

a mystery not

The Grand

It is whispered in Republican circles the fiat
that Hon. A. H. Giddings will be a

Tui-kght has received her new awn-

prom

ties

the

for the arrest

of Georgetown, in
this county, charged with the murder of
Eugene Naylor, January 13, 1875.

of Peter Schellen late

Judge
a spiritualisticmarriage where

the

parties live together publicly afterwards,

marriage in law.

is a valid

ted to allow his friends to use his name

the CentennialFair.

up and look

is to get

at her dress.

nomThe

of Grand Haven as

total valuation

A pleasant time the Hope Church pic- Kenl Estate ................................
$438,965
nlckiaus did have on Wednesday. The Personal Property ........................216.704
Sabbath-school children started in the

er

Crockery,

Glassware,

Tilton paper,

Groceries,
Liquors

lady who had no time

to

spare

..................................
$655,669

Total,

Produce.

a blan-

A.

The

placing of street lamps and the ap-

pointment of a night police

is

again being

dinner.

amination of Mr. A. Wormser, theological graduate of

Hope

150, feet

On Monday, upon

the complaint of Mr.

Tom

has been

on

Long

Branch is built for

rtiectH.

Watches, clocks and Jewelry Repaired in the
best mannet.
Holland, Mich., December

FOR SALE!

a

about forty-threecents, including the

HOUSE, STORE

1, 1874.

Planing, Matching,

city well at Pettskey,
at a

Or Re-Sawing Done.

and LOT.

WE HAVE
Block 41, being on the SouthB««t corner of Ninth and Markot Htraeta.City of
Holland. The building*are all new. It U a dewIrahle location for any kind of bulHlnen*. Term*
D. TK ROLLER.
lloLLANr, Mich., March 8,
8-tf
I

A general reduction

made in
money
through the American Express Company,
as follows: $15 and under, 10 cents; $30
and over $15, 15 cents; $50 and over $30,
has been

the cost of sending small sums of

dangers.

Saturday,

mKxla will be aold at the lowest domIble Price. iTtryirtloli WarraaUdtob* JutM lip-

barrel of spoiled cider, worth, probably

depth of
silver ore was discovered, which
sent to Detroit for analysis. The

in this State,

College.

Jewelry, Pocket-Knives.
Thaw

iPHCEiNTX
Planing Mill.

the First Church in this city, for the ex-

While boring a

CIGARS,

place. I wish to buy all they have to sell
In the line of PRODUCE, and can supfar as known in good health. On Friday
ply them with everythingthey need in my
morning ho was found deal.
line. A good stabble and accommodations
for their teams are offered to them.
Mr. James Wkhtveer will always be
The Pomona House at Fruitport is to be
rebuilt,und work is to commence upon it found ready to wait upon any of his old
friends who wish to call upon him.
on or before the 1st of August. The buildAll orders will be promptly filled and In re-building our new shop we have puring completed will be much larger than delivered home— free of charge.
chased entire new Machinery,
the old “Pomona” and will cost $100,000.
J. J. FIFIELD.
Of the Mott Approved Patterns;
Holland, Mich., Feb. 12, 1875.
And wo are confident we can aatlafy all who
William Morris, who had the good
want
luck to live in 1670, bought the ground

The late burglaries
awaken the public to a

has been have a tendency to
on Wednesday, July 14, at sense of their duties and

Clocks, Spectacles, &

and

as usual

the Classis of Hoi. before the Council.

land, of the Reformed Church,

Watches, SilverWare,

WHOLESALE

agitatedand will no doubt soon bo laid barrel.

called to meet

OAR/D!

In addition to the above general infor“Will you have a small piece of light
mation to the Public, I would announce
meat or a small piece of the dark?” asked that I intend to carry on a
Bob’s uncle, as he carved the turkey at trade in

upon which

and the steam-

Huron took down another party after

A special session of

and

making garments for the poor has been

day evening went to bed

assessed is:

Twi-light

Dry Goods,

LIQUORS

ination.

forenoon with the

FRESH SUPPLY OF

one

Iron beds and furniture, artistically dinner. “I will take a large piece of M,"
&
worked, and by a new system of painting answered Bob.
and give notice of this for the special benimitatingperfectly rosewood, are to be
Mu. John H. Lambkrs, of Graafschap] efit of all dealers in said articles.
one of the chief contributions of Italy at
Farmers will find my store a welcome
an old man of about sixty years, on Thurs>

When a boy falls and peels the skin off
A gentleman who met Vice President his nose, the first thing he does is to get
Wilson in Boston a few days ago says the up and yell. When a girl tumbles and
latter Is open in saying that he has consenhurts herself badly, the first thing she does
in connection with the Presidential

Has opened up a new Store in the FIRST
WARD of the City of Holland. ' The
new building lately occupied by
Mr. Bos, as a Bakery, has been
fitted up to receive a

calls the Hon.

engaged three weeks embroidering

that

Sheriffs of Ottawa and Kent Coun-

have offered $400 reward

is

T)

Is.

A Young
for

afternoonor evening.

The

what they

Wallace in Chicago has decided ket for her poodle dog.

for an excursion, leaving here for the har-

and returningin

Rapids

minded blockhead.”— It’s a

election.— Musfoffon Lakeside.

bor in the morning

to see

J. V. Farwell, of Chicago, a “narrow

$6,000. She will be converted into a inent candidate fortlongressat the next
dry dock for that place on arriving there.

ings, and a five-dollarbill will charter her

calculatedthat 75,000 Americans

hundred and one thousand and forty-nine.

for

The

is

ing to State census just completed!

her mouth full of hairpins

Muskegon Booming Company

J. J. FIFIRI

9, 1875.

The populationof Milwaukee,accord-

re-

_

October.

How a woman can keep on

propellerB. F. Wafa, has been

sold to the

9th 1805.

coun-

on Monday evening,expecting to

yet

The

left for the old

while she twists up her back hair and has

north of the river, fell info the fire and
fatally

W. Bobman

J.

turn in

was seriously if not

May

can see this summer.
Mr.
try

for office.

down May

have gone over to Europe

thoroughly ac-

quainted with his family history without
running

--

poet Schiller died

University Water-Works, at Ann

Arbor, Mich., were tested last week, and

Ward.

of

The steamshipSchiller, named after the

---

the First

Germanizingthe names

-----

has yielded

crop of strawberries this season.
— — —
a gro-

The

is

the streets of Metz.

sell readily.

offer for sale

Lot

8,

eaav. 1875.

STEAM

DH/Y KILiT
AND T1IK HYING OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A
1)

SPECIALITY.

J. 0.

20 cents.

A

DOESBURG,

jmw

msi

Akeley one

DOORS, SASH

AND BLINDS,

Or anything in our Hue, manufactured on abort

notlae.
There is u strong military. party in the
ground resembles the California silver
uu
of the retired merchants of Pigeon River,
German Empire disposed to disturb the NO. 70,
H. W. V KRHLKK & Co.
beds. Great excitement prevails.
EIGHTH STREET.
was arrested on a criminal warrant for sepeace of Europe. A feverish belligerent
46
A serious accident occurred »at the new agitation results all over the Continent,
creting property to defraud his creditors.
Drugs,
To-day has been fixed for the day of tri- Capitol at Lansing. A portion of the and big and little powers are putting new
Medicines,
al, before Justice Post.
scnllolding in the third story gave way, hinges and locks on their doors, for fear
------ o
Paints and Oils MRS. J. WYKUUIZEN has removed from
precipitatingseveral workmen to the brick they will be broken open.
There is one good wife in the country, floor twenty feet below. A laborer, bad
Eighth Street to No. 25, Tenth Street,
Arc sold as cheap at thta Drag Store aa at any
and every man thinks he has her. Old
West of Hope Church.
other. Mcdlcineawarrantedto he ftrictly pure.
The following are the newly elected
his back broken and cannot live, and
Brown, who Is bald, and whose wife has
fleers of the Odd Fellows Lodge of
Trusses,
others were slightly injured.
Cures: Felons,
fed hair and a wicked eye, read this and
City:
Chamois Skin,
murmured, as he meditatively passed his
Mu. James Henry, of Kalamazoo, has
Burns, and
N. G.-li K. Hcald.
Counter, Cloth,
hand over his head, “I dunno! I dueno!” fixed up the little Gem and- fitted her out
V. G.— M. Harrington.
Scrofulous Swellings.
Scc’y— W. Bacon.
Hair and
with the necessary excursion convenienMakes a specialty of all FEMALE COMThe steamship Amazon will soon take
Treas.— R. A. Schoutcn.
ces. Everything on board is “just as it
Paint Brushes.
PLAINT AND DISEASES OF
her place on the Milwaukee and Grand
They will bKi»atMli*d-next Tuesday.
should be,” and a pleasant afternpon can
CHILDREN,
All the leading Patent Medicine*In the market.
llne;
been fUted with | "^Vpe'nt ridi^g'onBTn7k"Lnke'and’Lake
And
recommends
herself to the citizens
An absent-minded professor in going A full Stock of the very hc*t Perfumery aold In
a handsome cabin 225 feet long and is one
Michigan. A parly of friends from Kala- out the gateway of the college ran against bottle or by meaaure.
of Holland and vicinity.
of the finest vessels on the lakes. The
J. O. DOESBURG.
mazoo, came down on Thursday, to in- a cow. In the confusionof the moment
Hn. Wykhuiien’l Queen of Ointment
Holland,Mich., Sept. 10, 1874.
Minneapolit will also be fitted up with a
can be bought at the Store of J. H. Kiekspect Mr. Henry’s work, and they also he raised his hat and exclaimed, “I beg
full length cabin.
intvcld, Eighth Street. Price, 25 Cents.
pronounced everything tobe*“justasit your pardon, madam.’’ Soon after he
Holland, Mich., February 25, 1875.
At Memphis, Tenn., the “Fourth” was should be.”
stumbled against a lady in the street. In
f-ly
J. J. Fifield, of this city,

- -

-

-

i

-

She

•

-

•

Goods Sold Cheap,

duly celebrated. There was no organized

observance of the day except by the color-

Last Sunday was
for Rev. Henry

a

monumental sabbath

Ward

Beecher and Ply-

a

sudden recollectionof

he called out with

a

former mishap

his

ed people, whose societies paraded the
countenance, “Is that you again, you
mouth Church. The first after the trial
streets and marched to the fair grounds,
brute.”
and the last before the pastoralvacation.
where a barbecue was held. Speeches
It was also communion Sunday and the
We call the attention of the public to
were made by Gens. Forrest and Pillow.
day appointed for the reception and bapthe
call for a meeting of the stockholders
Miss Lewis (colored,)on behalf of theColtism of new members. If, says the Sun,
ored Society of Pole Bearers, presented
Gen. Forrest with a bouquet iu token of
reconciliation, which the General accept-

ed with a few

brief

remarks.

(owners of
one-fourth of the persons who stood before
the doors at 10 o’clock had been admitted,

formed is

week saved the

last

lives of

two boys,

who

but they were formed into long

lines by the ushers

an hour,

COB. 87 BI71B k

we

are

suitable burial lots.

The

NINTH 8TB1ET-

Dealors in

Everybody who
wlshc* to pnrchaae PATNT8, OILS, VARNISH,
BRUSHES, GLASS, etc., to call and examine my

lock. The

Choice Groceries

la not aurpaased. It ia warrantedsuperior to any
White Lead In thii market, and I* void at muen
lee* price. My atock la purchasedIn large quanlltie* of flrtthanda.aaving
all Jobber*' profit*, and I
can thereforeafford to sell below my neighbor*.

to add

AND

“Fourth"
of Grand Ha-

were the tug T. W. Ferry,

Bom

Drugglat'a Pharmaciit.

Gents’ Furnishing Goods.

all those interested.

nautical visitors on the

Remmbtr—Iamnot tot* undtrtold by any
n iht State of Michigan. Call and aee.

4ff-tfHEBER WALSH

mattter is of

sufficient importance to expect the pres-

close of the servicesMr. Beecher said he

Son,

in-

and in what
is

&

WANT

Holland City White Lead

grounds and provide the public with

and police, and waited

patiently for three-quarters of

how

manner the existing organization

were out on Lake Michigan, in a yawl. when perhaps a tenth part of the whole ence of
They had left St. Joseph harbor for a sail number was admitted,and the rest stood
on Lake Michigan. After being out about outside and listened to the music. At the
Our
a Couple of miles the wind set in from the

consider

the church would have been filled to overflowing,

steamer Huron on Friday night of

to

I

Jolm Boost

“Holland Cemetery

Corporation.” The object us

to its

The

lots) of the

AT

look of rage in his

TEAS AND SYRUPS

E.

HEROLD,
- -

Eighth Street, City

A SPECIALITY.

oir

Holland.

o

The
he undersigned respectfully announce* that h
he
had received a despatch, from the Rev. Dr.
ven; the barge Standard Bock, of Saugatill sustain* hi* ofd reputation, and that noJoseph
Parker
of
the
London
Tabernacle
Highest market price paid
body need* to be wanting in anything
that they could not make the harbor and
tuck; and the propeller Sky-Lark, St.
which belong* to hi* line of trade.
drifted out iu the Lake. The Huron cross- Church, and as it was addressed to Ply- Joseph. The Cornet Bands of Grand Ha- for Butter
Eggs,
trade or
ed their track and their cries were heard mouth Church, he had decided to read it: ven and Saugatuckwere on board their
Lidia Sail, kth, ui liuu War,
in cash.
“The congregation assembledon this respective boats. With the Tm-Light and
on board. After being picked up the boys
Also a full line of
Holland, Mich., June 25, 1875.
Sabbath evening in the City Temple, Lon
told their story and also how near they
the
Gem,
which
belong
here,
they
gave
don, enthusiastically respond to Dr. Parhad been run over by the steamer Corona ker’s request to telegraph fraternal greet- our Lake a lively appearance. The steamwhich had left St. Joseph for Chicago, ing to the pastor and congregationof Ply- er Huron did not put in her appearance,
The moat competent workmen constantlyem
ployed, and all work mad* np In the
mouth
Church,
assures
Mr.
Beecher
of
that evening, and who had failed to hear
being engaged for Michigan City on the
latest style and with dlapatch.
continuedconflttence and love, and thanks
or notice their cries.- As the sea was mak3rd
and
for
South
Haven
on
the
5th.
his noble people for upholding him so
ing and their boat an inferior article, they steadfastly in the time ol his great afflicMANUFACTURERSOF AND DEALERS IN ktirtg fill fttciin Prompt Attention
While Mr. J. Stevens, on Tuesday afCould not have held out much longer, tion.”
east and

began to blow quite hard, so

it

&

m

FIJSrDIlTGS,

of applausewith which this ternoon, was out on the street, a stranger
and other dispatches were greeted by the whose name was afterwards found to be
The Kenyon safe-burglary proved to be Plymouth bretiiercn lasted some seconds. •Geo. W. Bates, entered bis refreshment
not so heavy as was feared. After workThis despatch, ns Mr. Beecher explained, saloon and made his way into the moneying at it all day, Mr. G. H. Brooks, suchad been actually written during the even- drawer, •“lifting”it to the amount of one
ceeded in opening the inside part, a feat
ing service in Dr. Parker’s church, and dollar or ten shillings.A little girl saw
in which the burglars had failed. Two
it in ‘time and gaffe the alarm. Bates put
The

but have perished in the deep.
,

--

---

owing-to the

arrests were made, on presumption merely.

of

T)ne

the parties arrested was

a

gentle-

five

ar-

out, but was captured near the depot, and

rived in time to be read at the close of the

taken Into cistody by The Marshal. On

between

com, gave

silver

rise

to suspicion.

Upon

motion

New York and

of

London, had

Mr. Sage

it

was resolved

to

send

and reference. the following in reply:
In answer to a dispatch from here the
“To the Rev. Joseph Parker, London,
Chief of Police, at Detroit, telegraphed England: Please reaa the 124th psalm.”
'that tile party by that name was at home.
On Wednesday evening a business meet
In Detroit. This led lo further suspicion

Holland, Feb.

the Prosecuting Attorney

attended to the matter and had

BUBBEB8, BTC.

Jacob Unite.
A Very large stock on hand.

ined before Justice Post on a -complaint

a store.” He was
bound over for trial M the next Term of
the Circuit Court. Mr. Bates came in

ing was held of the Plymouth Association, town on

ELMS,

Sth Stmt,

46-8 sly

betroK, was allowed to go
Abbott Was here on

a

his

Mh

hwfc'ihotesaaddollars. It is understood arrond the jail. It is generally supposed
short vMt'to 'some towarsr amwag U^congrcgation .ibattbis that there is something more in regard to

«ct(aaintiffic^,

Milk

-

vlilt

me

Safes.

am

JACOB KUITK.

for a low pricefan^ requoat avary one in
need of this article to eome and exaatae.

BURRAL’S
IKON CORN SHELLEKS,
FOB SALE

BY

article

0. J.

HAVERKATE

line.

• •

1875.

&

SON

AND

Jftteaflf CDOVttGUt'sdtaryHsNM^y
fer Ibis ^osc, mod this

matter and hence the prosecutor
attractive.I furnish the each ail glased when
w Hot 4t rfft MGiprtfl, mi)yittafe‘rt8ettt-df is mainly HntmdedatMp 4o4dlngr to tough* best to chaife him with a felony, O 00.
Lumber and Country Produce taken ia exchange
tai
dUfiferiilt OKpenses-df IhetihL
<md mrait what the tins interveningbefor anything my
S.DBBOIR.
Mature. Bitit Ihfclhrip&fiilteMHie^wouldmot
TMcn was one of to attendantsduring tween now and the next term of the Court River Street,
Holland.
itbc Mxiniving service.
^teFiouijyiiiitiiftte'VvlIbilJie'dtliu^
may develop.
• Hollahd, April 14,
8*9-Jan 1
lady

Since the dissolution of onr co-partnership, l

on this builnets alone, at the OLD STORE,
where lean be found at all timea. and where I will
keep constantly on hand, the choicest of Sail ana
Freeh Meats, and offer them at the loweet price*.
I expect to see all our old fHend*. to come and call
on me, when I will offer them such bargain* as will
induce them to purchaee their daily ration* with

carry Ing

Holland. Feb. 14, 1874.

Monday evening, and stopped at
composed of the pewholders. Four- the City Hoiol. The register indicates
fever, proved the above to be 4 mistake, fifths of them were present and voted that he is not a mglc man; it reads “G.
I have commenced the manufacture of MILKand the senior member of Hie firm of unanimously to increase Mr. Beecher’s W. Bates and lady.” On the day alter his SAFES,
and give notice of thlatothe Public In
Abbott & Mathews, 112 GrlsWold ffi-efet, 'Stftaryfrom twenty thousand to one bun- arrest another party was seen lurking thelr*tn£de!°Lj?2*land’ ,B onJer 10 >ecQre
and arrest. Subsequentinformation, how-

1874. l-S^s-ly

Meat Market,

him exam-

for “stealing from

20th,

HEROLD.

BOOTS, SHOES,

hours difference<ff time

man from Detroit. His paying out some service in Plymouth Church. Then on Friday morning
Inquiry he gave his name,

E.

storm

VAN LANDEOEND
for

$8.00;

4

MELIS

until farther notice.

HOLLAND, .

•

MICHIGAN.

POOR LITTLE JOB.
BY rfcLkU

ARK

Prop yer cyo wi.lo open, Jocjr,
] or IVu brought jou Munpin' great.
Apploe ? No. a domed alght better I
Won't you tike no tnfreat ? Wait !
Mowers, Joe— J know'd you'd like Vui—
Ain't them rtrtm. pilous! Ainllheiuhigh I
Tears, my boy ? Wots them tur, loey ?
Thtre.-poor little Joo !— don’t cry 1
1

wanteil him to come over, while he, the
bov, went for the doctor.
! ' it was a roquest not to be refused, and
| forgettingany fears he might have had
on Bessie’s account, the young man at
once put on his hat and coat and prepared to obey the summons,
Don’t ofwu the door to a«,y one,
sis,” he called back as he le/t, “ and if I
return to-night I will t*p three times on
:

WHIUHT.

waa Kkippin^asW wind-v,

I know where to find the
key.”
The interesting trio here again laughed
long and loud, and Bessie, as she left
the room, re-echoed their mirth, intones
that to other than the depraved beings
before her would at once have betrayed
the terror and despair that was fast
straining her nerves beyond their utmost
ad led, “

capacity.

finally

streak of gray mingled with the nutbrown liair so much admired by all who

kuew her.
Farmer Harris and his wife ever remembered the strange foreboilings of that
dark November afternoon,, and Bessie,
brave as she had shown herself to;be, was

i

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

recovered somewhat of her former

strength, it was with but a semblance of
her old time joyousness of spirits, and a

Write upon pagei 0f a ginRle aize.
Croa* all your t’« and nratly dot your i’a ;
On one Ride only let your line* be *een—
Doth Hide* filled up announce a Verdant Green.
Correct— ye*, re-correct—all that you write,
And let your ink lie black, your paper white ;
For apongjr foolscapof a muddy blue
Betray* a mind of the tame diurnalhue.
Punctuatecarefully,for on this score
Nothiuit proclaim* the practiced writer more.
Then send It off, aud leat It merit lack,
Inclose tbe postage stamp* to send it back ;
But first pay all the postage on it ioo.
•
For editors look l>ack on “ six cents due ”
Aud murmur as they run the effusion o’er:
" A shabby fellow aud a wretched bore !"
Yet, ere It Hoes, take off a copy cleanPoct* should own a copying machine ;
Little they know the dine that’s spent aud oars
In hunting verse* vanished—who knows where ?
Bear lu mind, observe It to the end,
And you shall make file editor your friend.

.

The house was built on the old South- never again left alone in the little wilderWhew a bang-nf la^ly sot,
All an.ougit a lot nt btulus—
ini plan, Yfith many rooms on the ness of “Pine Farms.”
Kach oi;e clitnMn' from a p'>t:' ’
antly responded, “ and if you come after ground fioor, several of which were bedE»ery bush bad flowers on it—
What Josh Billings Wants to Know.
Pretty? Mebbe not ! Ohf no!
that you will have to tap very loudly,” rooms. One of these belonged to Tom,
Wish yon could a aarn Vm growln', r\.
and with a little laugh Tom strode away and opened directly into the kitchen, and
Why a turkey’s egg is speckled, and a
It was ilch a stunnin’ show.
in the darkness toward his friend’s it had been the girl’s idea to pass, into duck’s egg blue.
Vh U, i tbocgbt of yon, poor feller,
this room on the pretext of getting tlie
house.
Whether a log floats faster iu the river
Lytti’ here so sink and weak.
*
key of the ale cellar, take down the than tire current runs, or not.
Never kanwin’ any comfort.
And I puts on lota o' cheek.
yhe old Dutch dock in the corner had loaded revolver wliich always hung beWhy a goose . stands fust on one leg
“ Mlsnus,” sayn h I if you plraHe,.auwn,
. Pith aud Point.
juit struch nine, and Bessie, reading in side the bed, shoot one or more of the and then on totiier.
Oottld 1 ax you for a rose ?
her comfortable arm chair, was startled robbers ns they sat at the table, leap
, For my littlebrother,missus.
Why rabbits have a shog tale and kata'
Who is the oldest lunatic ou record?
Never seed one, I suppose,”
by three distinct taps on the door from from the window, and run for life.
have a long one.
—Time out of mind.
• So far her plan had worked well. The
which
her
brother
had
recently
passed
Why
most
all
the
birds
build
their
Then I told her all about you—
What the barber said when his wife
How I bringed you up— poor Jotf!
three scoundrels were fairly attracted in uests out of different material.
,
fell down stairs— Razor.
(Larkin' women folks to do it.)
“What!”
she
exclaimed to herself, another direction, it was but one step to
Why lightning never was known to
Hich a' imp you was, you know—
the loaded revolver ; but one other to the strike a beach tree.
“Tom hack so soon l”
Till yer got that awful tumble,
Wisdom and bad liond-writingdon’t
Jist as I had broke y«r
“
And regardlessof the admonitions of window, and escape in the imi>onotrable Why the males among the feathered always go together.
(Hard work, too) to cam jer livin’
the afternoon, and the parting words of darkness beyond, but at this moment, race do all the singing.
Wackin’ i*oot« for honest tin.
Rapt attention—Being knocked on the
her brother, Bessie hastened to throw the most intense of all, the horrid quesWhy the blak snaik iz the pnly snaik
head to come to order.
How that tumble crippled of you,
open the door; but no sooner had ahe tion came trembling through her mind, in this country tliat kau kiimb a tree.
Ho’s yon couldn’t hyper much—
drawn the Ixilt than a large man— not could she, so frail, so weak, succeed in
Why a musk rat’s tale has no fur on
Florida boys throw straw men to the
Joe, It hurled when I seen you
Fur the firstUnw with yer crutch.
Tom, however— walked past her into the evading three such determined despera- it, and a mink’s kaz.
alligators and then laugh and laugh.
** But," I says, “ho’a laid up now, mum,
room, two others following quickly at doesiand they, within a few feet of her
Why a quail’s egg is round, aud a hen’s
’Pears to weaken every day;
An English Major has been dismissed
his heels, the last one closing and lock- veryfearmentof
Joe, she up and went to cutf in’—
egg iz pointed.
from the army for cheating at cards. He
That's the how of this bokay.
ing the door behind him. The first of
Affall events, she said to herself, she
Why a bear alwuss climbs down a tree
probably swindled a superior officer.
the three who had thus unceremoniouslywoidjl try, and with an involuntary backwards.
Hay! It seema to me, ole feller,
You la4]ui«wv«|m)r to-night ; •
presented himself, from this fact as well prayer to the Almighty for help, the
“Are angels playing croquet, mamWhy a mule’s bones are all solid, aud
Kind o’^hirk*4iri been a tortnitv
as from liis gigantic figure and peculiar brave girl seized the revolver, and aim- their ears twice az long az a horses.
ma?”
asked a little four-y ear-old,the
Henoo yer eyes has been so bright, {
4
bearing, appeared to be the leader of the ing it at the large man’s head fired her
Better ! wen; Fm glad to Hear
Why a dog alwuss turns around three other evening, when she saw the meteors
Yes, they’remighty pretty, Joe.
party, and it was he who now addressed first shot, following it quickly with an- times before ho lies down.
shoot.
Fmellin’ of ’etn’s made yon happy?
other
at
the
one
sitting
next
him.
The
the
affrighted
girl.
Why a horse alwuss gits oph from the
Well, I thought it woulil, you know !
If there was anything of the sort it
“ Young woman,” said he, “ we’ll just third could only be a random shot, but ground on his forward feet last.
would be easy enough to get blue blood
Never see the country, did you T
state our business in two words, and re- Bessie sent it with unerring aim, and
Why, when a man gets • lost in the in a man’s veins by the transfusionproFlowers growln’ everywhere
Some time when you’re better, Joey,
member, the first show of noise, even to Hying to the window, mounted the sill. woods, or on the plains, he alwuss walks
cess.
Mebbe I kin take you there.
a whimper on your part will fetch this,” • So true had been her aim, for Bessie in a cirkle.
Flowers in heaven ! ’ll— I s’poseso(;
and he presented an immense horse- wasa capital markswomau, that twoof the
When an Eastern doctor strikes a Wis
Dnnno much about it, though
Why a pig gathers straw in his mouth
Ain't as fly as wot I might he;
pistol close to her cheek. “And now to villainswere already in the arms of death, and runs about with them just before a consin town, he hangs out his sign and
On them topics, Utile Joe.
it,” he continued with a grim smile at but the third discharge had only taken rain storm.
then hunts up the town sexton to inform
But I’ve heerd It hinted somewhere*
his companions. “ If you happen to effect in the last one’s right arm. With
Why natur will allow one cross be- liim that he needn’t lay any plans for a
That in heaven's goidrn sates
have any odd change or watches a-layin’ tho characteristic quickness of his class tween some animals and then allow no vacation.
Things
cverlasthrcheerful—
around, we'll just hike them along ; and he once saw how matters stood, aud I more.
Blieve that’s wot the Bible states,
As convincingproof that the grassI ikewisc.then' folks don’t git hungry
first, my beauty,” and he looked sharply without a glance at his fallen comyanions Where the flys will all go when the
hoppers read the papers, it is mentioned
So good Jieoule, wen they dies,
at her, “ we three are a-goin’ to have a made for the girl, dealing her a heavy cold weather sets in, aud where they all
Finds thi mselvoi well fixed torever—
that they liave this season entirely avoidJoe, my boy, Wot ails yeb eyes ?
little fun,” and then drawing her down blow with the butt of his
cum from so suddenly uext summer.
ed a certain county which was mentioned
upon his knee he whispered a few words
She had nearly reached the window, Why a hen alwuss knows her little
last year os raising the poorest quality
7h ought they looked a littlesiugler.
in her ear, then alond, “so now show and although hurt by the force of the ones from anothers, aud why she will
Oh. no ! Don’t you have no fear
of wheat iu Kansas.
us to yer room like the pretty lass ye blow was uot stunned, and with wonder- hatch out twelve duck eggs and think
Heaven was made fur such at yon la—
Joe, wot makes you look to queer?
That was a shrewd method which an
ful nerve turned upon her pursuer, shov- they are her own chickens.
, /
Here— wake up ! Oh, don’t look that way
Now, Bessie Harris, unlike her stal- ing him back with her left hand, while
Why on oyster aud a klam are the only Iowa girl recently adopted to induce all
Joe ! My boy ! Hold up your head
Here’s yer flowers— you dropped’em, Joey.
wart brother, was slight of build, with with her right she emptied a fourth charge tilings I kno ov with animal life that her friends to attend her wedding: She
Oh. my God, esn Joe be dead ?
the delicately veined forehead and slen- from her revolver into his body.
don’t hav to mov out of their places to didn’t let them know up to the last mo—.\>W York Graphic.
der hands which lie token a constitution With a bitter curse the man fell git a living.
ment who the groom was to be.
none too strong, and a decided tendency wounded but not senseless to the floor,
There is lots of hily eddikated people
Memphis, Tenn., announces a baby exA BRAVE GIRL.
to nervousness, and how it was, as she while Bessie lost no time in making her who won’t believe the book of Genesis
hibition in which the ugliest infant is to
afterwards said, tliat she did not drop leap from the window. But as if destined bekause they han’t prove it, who kau’t
A Story of Twenty Teara Ago.
receive a )*50 prize. And that is right
down dead at the man’s feet was more to do thwarted at every point, the poor answer korrectly one-thirdof the above though 350 will hardly compensate a
than she could possibly comprehend. girl instead of lauding safely on the questions.
It was one of the bleakest of Novem-, „
mother for the awful decision that her
ground a few feet beneath her, found
her davs, when loose shutters flap, swing- > But droP ,lomi 8lle dld not»
sweet cherub is the homeliestbaby in the
The
English
Failures.
ing signs creak, and the wind, blowing her heart
moment stood still, and herself suspended midway on the frameshow.
The recent heavy failures in England,
her limbs seemed paralyzed with
in fitful gusts, plays tbe mischief gener- ''°r
wlH’ horror,
hnrrnr work of an old vine trainer that in the
coming as they do nearly two years after
To find a policeman— Look down
ally, that a hasty message came to “ Pine the only line of action by which to save t'xjtement of the moment she had altoFarms,” as the quaint, pine-studded old herself flashed with telegraphicrapidity g. Jier forgotten.Vainly she endeavored our own failures of 1873, are the slow every area in the street. If you do uot
across her mind.
to wrench herself from its grasp ; never response to them. It is absurd to say by accidenthappen to see one, ring the
place was called.
It
was
evident
the
man
expected
a
katga vine trainer proved so imperishable that the commercial and industrial interest bell aud inquire if the policeman is in
An old and tried friend lay dying in
. .
the next village, the messenger said, and 8oeue» aud ,U8 e.ve8
K^mned m ex- as tffla: never a petticoat so strong as of one civilized country are independent the kitchen. Repeat this at every door,
of auothor. Interchange has become so aud you cannot fail eventually to find
if Farmer Hams and wife would he > Potation of a determined resistance on tbe oncNjiethen wore.
active and intimate between all civilized one.
With
the>lood
now
streaming
over
there in time for a parting word they ; her l)art’ but at thl8’ FrhaP8 th?
nations, tliat one cannot remain unaffecther
face
and
into
her
eyes
and
mouth
must come at once. The dying man cntical moment of all, Bessie made her
A Captain in the navy, ou meeting a
from
the
blow
she
kdil furft received, ed by the misfortunes of others. The
had »>een from earlv boyhood John tirst mo'e'
10 tbe fellow 8
as'
friend as he landed, boasted that he had
Harris’ fast friend, and it was with I toi^hment settledherself mdre comfort- Bessie believed her last hour had come English failures are not the direct result left his whole ship’s company the happiof the break-down of our own credit two
trembling hands he hastened to harness ably in bis lap, aud smiled pleasantly in and groaued aloud.
est fellows in the world. “ How so ?”
years ago, but they are caused by the
his
face.
“
I
hear
you,”
bellowed
the
wounded
the old gray mare— his wife meanwhile,
asked his friend. “ Why, I have just
prostration of trade which followed that
“ You needn’t be in snch an everlast^ wretch on the other side of the window,
with her daughter Bessie’s assistance,
flogged seventeen, and they are happy it
break-down. The British monetary syshurrying together such articlesas might in’ hurry,” slit said. faUing into his own “and I’m crawling along the floor, and
is over; and all the rest are happy tliat
tem is said to be an admirable one ; still,
be needed for a, two days’ absence.
style of* lingo. “ My brother won’t be os soon as I git to the window I’m going
they escaped.”
it deals veiy largely in credit, and is afto
shoot
you.”
In less tlian an hour everything was back for hours yet, aud we might as well
No cordial could have revived the faint- fected by the causes that affect the credit
By an order from the Postoffice Deready, and the white-haired oouple, have something to eat first. There is
of other lands. The British people have partment, separate pouches for regisseated within the roomy space of the some splendid old ale iu the cellar,and a ing girl so effectually as the tones of that
their panics and collapses as well as we, tered letters will soon be placed on all
old-time chaise, lingered for a moment’s cold turkey in fte cupboard, and I’ll get | villain’s voice, and once more she made
in
spite of their greater prudence and the principal mail routes iu the country.
an
effort
to
free
herself
from
the
wooden
conversationere tkev departed.
thqmmitat ovieiX"
caution, and during the last few years This will be invaluable assistance to the
arms
of
the
vine
trainer,
aud
with
no
“The eatn/aud driukin’,” returned
The distance to Morton, the next vilthey liave lost immense sums of money mail robbers. Heretofore they have
lage, was not great, nine or ten miles at the man wife a coarse laugh, “ is well lietter success than before.
But too plainly could she hear the man investedin the non-paying securities of been obliged to carry off bags of unremost, and the interveningroad, although : enough, but, my pretty, yer tryin’ to
'
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unfrequented,considered perfectly safe ; • come some dodge or other, and I tell yer
but on this occasion the farmer and his ! it tvon’t do.”
usually cheery old wife found themselves
“You’re a fool, ’\ she retorted, and
leaving the house with a strange feeling 1 putting her prwttf arms around liis neck,
of reluctance. It might have been the she whispered
“I am as fond of fun as
effect of the message they had just re- ! vou are, but they keep me sc close I
ceivod, or perhaps the weird dreariness ! have but few chances in that way,” and
of the day that so effected their spirits, she added, with archnessitself: “ I don’t
but certain it was that neither had in all i like your two friends half as well as I do
their lives experiencedsOflli Utter depref you.
sien, such mi overwhelmfng
forebodinr’fAs
A? the girl made no movement to leave
ig foreboding1**
of evil to come.
“ I don’t know why it is,” the old lady he been the tyotjt tfoted beau of the pc
remurMM, as she kissed Bessie for the riod, with a reignihgbelle at his feet, he
last time, “ but' I never bitted so to lea
could not have shown himself to liave
home in my life. It seems as if X w
felt more highly flattered.
leaving you to some danger.” »
“ Ybu must come with me to the cup“No /ear oiilhat,” laughed pretty board,” she laughingly continued,and,
Bessie Harris. “..Tom will lie home in suiting the action to the word, fairly
half an hoi^, and besides, yre have plenty dragged him across the room to where it
of firearms in tlie_housd slionM they be stood, and from its depths quickly
needed.
snatched up a bottle of old rye her
“Well,” rejoined her father, “take fatbefr had jtfJt puyclfase^formedicinal
care of yourself, anyway, “ and looking purposes.
“Smell tliat, all three of you?” she
back a* 'he * drove awayff 'f lock, ut) the
cried, “ and then say I’m trying to come
house dWictljr.w‘i
“ Whatever could have made them so a dodge if you can.”
The excitement of the moment had
nervous X wonder,” thought Bessie, as
she watched the chaise out' of Aight; sent a.erkiwu flame c®ei; Tier usually
“ and the idea of my locking up now— paje'clrtcls •and! a M^w bnSiatoy into her
dftrt: eyes, and Bessi#^ always pretty,
uow looked positively ' beautiful. The
three men, fully awake to the beauty of
her sewing, sat down bv on* of the win- her appearance, now laughed loudly, and
each, taking a pull at the bottle, bade her
do the same.
Although recoiling from the liquor, to
Samson in strength, and Bessie could
not but smile to herself at the thought which 8&,waf not used, she gave no
of danger, with herculean Tom eo near. sign, but drauk as requested, hoping, as
Yet danger, and that of the direst sort, j it burned its way down her throat, that
was even then very near, lurking in the it mi^M; strengthenher in the trying
very air and oat ting its hideous shadow part she w&s i&>u$o enact, •«’’*
athwart the pathway of the sunnyThe next tiling was to get the three
hearted young
villains to e&ting, and with almost the

i

•*'

girl.

1

.

The brother and sister sat down to tee,
and Bessie laughinglyrelated the strange
nervousness her fath*r,imd reother had
evinced .p? they drovlPaWavthat after- 1 before them. The sight of these viands,
noon ; bhlJ SMgml j looked; graffi
! the girl had rightly calculated, could
when an hour Mer a kn^ tWe «
not be withstood by men leading the
kitchen door, he strode toward it with 1 uncejtoiu lives of those before her, and
Mi
and , true enough, without a second iuvitaa'lfe . an’ far use. , Btrt--her almost i taon, they drew up to the table and “ fell
Istwned outright*:it his superstitious to ” with the - voracity of so ulany lutiX
famished wblv&i
V,
Ain’t yoiLgou*’ tq eftt with ps, gal
the doorway^ -rim iad,
large man, hiasnouth almdy
ger of the wtteruqcu,bronghtpo good UnUinned with bread and <*>14 fowl , <,
tidings. His young master, one
“Yes,” she answered ; “as soon as 1
Tom’s chums, had just l>eeu tlirown from draw some ale. Tliat rascally old father'
ms horse, and the affrightedmother ‘of mine keeps it locked up; but,” she
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endeavoringto fulfill liis threat, the foreign countries. The immediate mnuerativeletters, and with much care
creaking of the boards betraying his cause of the late failures, it is said, is and toil fish out the letters that had
gradual approach to the window, and the the increasing stagnation of trade, and money in them. Thus doth a beneficent
moments seemed longer than hours as the accumulation of stocks of unsalable governmentexteud its benefactionsover
they passed. The revolver had long since manufactures at the mills. But to this all its subjects. ^Detroit Tribune.
dropped from her hand, and a few min- is to be added, we suspect, the strikes of
utes more would bring her would-be mur- workmen in the collieries and mills.
Talleyrand and His Servant.
derer to the support of the window sill. These strikes have ceased to be a pheTalleyrand had a cofidential servant,
Her doom she said was now sealed ; but nomenon ; they have become a constant
in whose fidelity he placed implicit trust.
as the darkest hour is often nearest disturbance, and have inflictedsuch
But one day, when he had sent him to
dawn, so Bessie’s deliveranceat this in- large losses ou manufacturers that the
deliver an* important letter,he was assubject of the transfer of certain branches
tonished beyond measure to see him
of manufacturers to Belgium aud Geropen the letter iu the street and read it.
many aud the United States is seriously
it was called in those days was in her
His quick wit devised a plan for punishpocket. It contained beside needles and debated. It is conjectured that other
ing and mortifyingthe offender. On the
thread a pair of small but extremely failures iu England will follow those alnext day he sent him with a letter to the
sharp scissors, and to these she was to ready taken place, as trade continues desame
party, and added the postscript,
pressed, and the full effects of the stagowe nor rescue.
“You may send a verbal answer by the
nation
are
not
yet
seen.—
^7.
Louis
lieIt was but the work of a moment to get
bearer, for he is perfectly acquainted
them out and cut herself loose from the publican.
with the whole affair, having taken the
tenacious framework, and a fow seconds
The Inventor of the Wheelbarrow.
precaution to read this previous to its
later Bessie found herself pounced with
It takes a great man to do a little delivery.”
a heavy thud upon the frozen ground
The servant, on reading this, was
thing sometimes.
beneath her.
Who do you think invented that very overwhelmedwith shame at his exposure.
The ‘man inside heard her fall, and resimple thing called a wheelbarrow? But os Talleyrand never alluded to the
newed his already desperate efforts to Why, no less a man than Leonardo da fault to his face, nor upbraided him for
gain the window, his face just appearing Vinci.
treachery, gratitude sprung up in his
above the sill as Bessie regained the posheart at the forbearanceof his master,
And who was he?
session of the revolver, for which she
He was a musician,poet, painter, and he was never known to be guilty of
had been quietly searching on her hands architect, sculptor, phvsiologist,engi- a similar fault. Talleyrand was a master

,

and
knees.
rp,
,

...

...

. | neer, natural historian, botanist, and in- of tho human heart, aud kuew
of the night prevented . ventor, all in one. He wasn’t a “ Jack deal with all classes of men.
ns seeing her at a first glance but with ! ftt all trades and master of none,” either,

The darkness

he bright hght shining from the kitchen | He was a real master of many arts, and a
his head was plainly thscermble, practical worker besides.

beyond

and with the

Dei'.h

From

how

to

Fright.

•

last

remnant of her

fast de-

1 When
,

did he live

Frank

B/ ttag, a

youth of seventeen

?

parting strength she again raised the reSomewhere about the time that
volver and fired then, with what speed bus discoveredAmerica,

Colum-

years, residing at 217 Poplar street, died,

very suddenly, about a quarter before
10 o’clock Sunday night A thunderstorm was raging at the time, and it is
known that ho was in great fear of the
lightning. He retired to bed about half-

she could muster, struck out for the And where was he born ?
road ; and here it was, but a few rods ' in the beautiful city of Florence, in
beyond the garden gate, that Tom found I i^w
her shortly afterward, in a senseless con- i Perhaps some of you may feel a little
past 9 o’clock in apparently good health.
j better acquainted with him when I tell
His bod was near a window, and shortly
Of the three men, but one survived the i you that it was Leonardo da Vinci who after he retired there came a blinding

aioon*

contest of that fearful night, he being

, painted one of the grandest pictures in
the one, as the reader will surmise,who ! the world— “The Last 8upper”--a
persisted in followingthe fleeing girl to i picture that has been copied -many timesj
the very last limi‘ of his power. But his j and engraved in several shies, so that
after career was of but short duration, almost every one has an idea of the ardeath claiming him before he could be rangeinent and position at the table of
brought to trial The large man, who the figures of Our Lord and his disappear to have died without a struggle, ‘ ciples; though I am told that, without
was found to. have been the leader o* a ; seeing the painting itself, no one can
gapg of marauders that were fastbecom- i orm a notion of how grand and beanti:
ihgthetbiror of that part of the country, ! ful it is.
if
ahd his
his sudden taking off proved a*bl
a>bless- j And only to think of the thousands of
ing to the oommuaity.I The rest of thq, poor,
band, disheartened by his luckless end, ly own, in their wheelbarroW/afiffriglnal
left the country, and were seen no more. “ work ” of Leonardo da Vinci — From
For three long months Bessie hovered “ Jack in-the- Pul pit," St. Nicholas for
between Itiie and death, and when she I July.
f

,

,

,

f

He got up to close
window, and was heard by other in-

flash of lightning.
the

mates of the house to

fall

heavily to the

fioor. Frank Schiraff, with whom Bettag boarded, ran quickly to his room,
and found him unconscious.Medical
aid was summoned, but he died iu a few

minutes.
The Coroner

uU.

an

.

t
inquest,

u

„

and tho
jury rendered a verdict of “ Death from
fright”— Uincfcmari Oommavial,
held
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&ntAWBEHRteflhnv<* Attained such a
size that the long lost brother’sarm is
of no avail, and the mark has to be
planted in the middle of his back.

A Curious

John

Jenningt,

Will.

New Panacea.— Modern

The

science

a Brooklyn laborer, having demonstrated that alcohol is
made a vn\\ in 1878, “neither food nor physio,” but on the

who recently died,
in favor of his sister, Mrs. Margaret contrary, a species of poison, the introCarboy. The will is contested by* his duction of a potent tonic which is entirebrother on Questions of fact, and as it is
from it is certainly a subject for

“I,

b’

;

rather curious it Vgiyto in foil;

hUfluia

i

J^Wm^KVinegar

QMgratiiktion.

min*l

,

and proper sence in the name of God J
make tliis will. I will two thousand':

^rEHBisamvaitin^
f>;ii
v chanTcteraW tis In TiBUbJwtionanle
•ipcci tic for many distressing and danger-

j

,

dollars to Mrs. Carboy, me sister, $700 to ons diseases.
Jolnwftimlr.gii me wifts ifotM, if h#i Te|ii^Hdoe organiaationi, heretofore
dies before he can get the money his tin ffttor of pennitfing-thesale of alwliol
children may get it themselves, Mick, for medical purposes, are of opinion
James and City. I also lave 8G00 to that Vinegar. Bitters possess all the
Celia, Mrs Larkin if she is dSjd her < efficacy as Mi Wigorautthat has ever;
children may git the money— equal l,een even claimed for spirituous stimushares and twenty pound to Bridget— hints, and on this account, as well as beMrs. Madden, and if she is dead to her cause of the singular success which 1ms
son Patrick or childer may get it. I also attended its use in dyspepsia,liver comlave $50 to Bishop McCloskev for the plaint, disorder of the bowels, nervous
neu cathedral, and $50 for the Bishop of diseases, general debility, and all malaj

;

lValker’8 California

..

Compw.

irs are a purely Vegetable
Brooklyn tor the neu cnthednU, and $50 *<» g™w?ng out of intemperance, they | ^aratiob, made chleliy from the na
.. ...
Q
IN
for the fathers in Houbouoken for the warmly recommend it a« a reatoraU™ and 'lie herh* found on the lower rangea ci im.ii
mm
nlmrrOi non/1
c?;«—
0»rglin* OU
M
nue church,
rand $50 fc* the sisters, them nU»*rflHT« of Hurnnssmo'eveellfiurtfi. 48
the Sierra Nevada mountains of Califorthat is most in need of it. I give full
nia, the medicinal properties of which
WiLHorr’s ANn-Pfeuiomo or ?ever
pour and a-thority and controle to sell
Wanted toaall "The
are extracted therefrom
from without
’vltho
the ub«
.
J*fu|ilr*a t'nioinon
my property in Brooklyn to my si-ter
of Alcohol. The question is almost
ilvlaer." It la tlm cheape«tt>«N>k
JW DuVilUhed ; SSI pagea, oter
... ........ _
cr Yltl tlluatrMJoM,
Mis. Carboy and ta receive all rent of it, »ud maiuUiuHit* reputationimia paired. It is dally asked, “ What is the canao ^ jaa
l.Mk Thinaetidtbuy 11 At light who could m-t be la.
House No. 365 Pacific
I indoraed by the medical profession, and preduced
to
nurchaac
the
high
priced
iH.ika
fiwutlngat
unparalleledsuccess of Vinegar BitDoiocatJc Medklna. UnltAa idber Irvoka
with
seod
i acribed daily in the Charity Hospital and other
aoid Oi
tiirough
U (old
rough
tas<
versI”
Our
answer
is, that they roraov#
A
thoroughlyadveiif...
..
lied thn'iighowt
Sound mind I make
Hospitals in New Orleans.Wilhoft’s Tonic is
North
Avirtoa
Tnla
tael.t4«cther Wltn the Unra
L.
it-e,
thin will, the 10th day
fbe cause of disease, and tlic patient re- $10. to $500.
j thus highly recommended by the leading medielegantaptiearance. and man; new feature, of
if tf
the h
of Jan. rlgbtetn
' caj men
•re:;thln*,»nd
copy
<•(
th»
Wnll
Ntrrrl
Rrvlrw
nen of the country,aim is worthy of such covers his health. They are the grea*
, "•A wore repliflythan any work e«ar pubQCIIT
Hickliko k Co., Bankera Uabed In tble country. Thoaeof myaganti who have had
etenty-Uipee,
indoraemeut.Whkelock, Fixlat «t Co., Problood purifier and a life-giving principle, ocn I met. and Broken. ?4 Broadway, N. Y. uperianoe In aalUng boob ray that In all their prerloae
ran. easingthey never met with such tdcce« or made ae
“ Witness Peter DaUy, Thomae H.
a perfect Renovator and luvigoratoi
large wages aa since commencingthe sal# of my work.
FOU SALE BY ALL DBUCKIIKTS.
Fur terms and territory,addreea (Inclosing two poaUgw
Davey.
o': the system. Never before id tha
•t&iape and atatlng upeilenoe
“Margaret if yon get four thousand dolWe copy the following from an ex- history of the world has a medldne I>e6jc I
PfF.RcK,M D.,
and
lars for the house you give three hundred change, which is important,if true : “Chronic sompoanded; dossessing the remarkabu
JVWe.— Mark eoval.)pe " For
dollars to Delia ‘and $800 each to the (liar™eft of long standing,also dysentery,and Qualities of Visioar Bitters in healing the •1th hla " luax JouaKALt,"now ready! The oxlt ooroulrt* Ufa and thrUllnR adrantoreiIn Afrloa of the great
Margarets
1
I all similar cCmrlainto
complaints common at tl^ls
tipis s
seasfn <
G<ck of everj’ disease man'is heir to. They
hero KipktrarIn hla own languiie. Choanaat and »<eetNI0H0L8, SHEPARD ft CO.’S
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] the
the jyear.
year, can
esn bo ccured by the nse (interm»l|\ are a gentle Purgativeas well as a Touio, tm)r Si.W.iplandldlyIlhutraUHl.OutarfU ererythlnf.
Aur.KTt Wanted. Betid foreitratennaandproof or Jf
of Jchnton'a Anodyne TAniment. Vie knd
relieving
Congestion
or
•
Inflammation
of
Judge Warner^ Idea of Politicians.
In haate to begin work, aend <1 AU for full outlltto genuine
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cathartics used and approved by
the P!*.™ci»o» comprising the various r.edica]

The properties m( Dr. Walker’i
Yinkoar IIittkrh are Aperient, Diaphoretic

good
letter,
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Governors

might bolieve that I would make a
Gorernor, as you suggeat m yonr
out as you very well know, that class
men do not have mnch to’do these

Pills.
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This was formerly the universalimpression, but it has been altered by recent i
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it will have no
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and Imperfect work of other

for NTH AM POWER,
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8(.,N.Y* fbr IllustratedCircular* (ssid/Vis)with full
perticuisra of sites,styles prices, terms, etc
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ADA 8 AMPLE Free and Big Pay to Male and stimulating the secretions of the liver,
JS| Female ereriwhere. Address.
and generally restoring <ho healthy
***** THE UNION PUB. CO.. Newark, N. J. functionsof the digestive organs.
WANTF;d

Maaa.
_
SOMETHING
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(tENTH-KreryvihBrefor
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against disease
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by purifying
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TBADI Mini. PiTEKTED.

Thr hot and rhraprat Pnlnt In the
lluidswithVinegar
liri
ni.Llontin
Ritters.
No epidemic
can tobn
take hold World for Iron. Tin or Wood. For salo
l by TkvtlcrHrrprvwhf-re.PRINCES’ METALLIC
appetite for animal food is voracious in
PAINT CO.. Vnnuft’mw, Wi Cedar St.. N*w York.
I ,,f?.8-v8tcm t-lms
the extreme ; and the late Dr. Living.—Purchaser*will please
Dysiwpsia or Indigestion, Hcadwork and money for all, men or women, Inira or girls,
sec that our name aiid trado mark are on each and
or ..pare time. Rend stamp for Catalogue. Adstone testifiedwith reference to himself whole
' ior
nche, Pain in tho Shoulders, Coughs, j every package. Scud for ft Circular.
d
FRANK GLUCK, New Bedford. Maaa.
that such voracity is not merely the reTightness of the Chest. Dizziness, Sour
sult of a savage nature, but a natural PENNSYLVANIA MILITARY ACADEMY. ChesEructationsof tho Stomach, Bad Taste
tor. Pa. Op*n Sept. Kth. Ixicatlouhnalthful,
Consequence Of climate. He, Under the . gronndi
«n,anu» arnplc,
’"Pie. building,
ouiiatng*ciiinmiidious.
omnmodlnm. Civil
Civil KnginwrF.ngtm-er.
in tho Mouth. Hiliou* Attacks, Palpitaimpression tba vegetable .bet was best
1'"r
tatiou of tho Heart, Inflammation of the
for him, conscientiouslyreframed
“ Al
kP ]
AGENTS WAN __ to acli Lungs, Pain in the region of the Kidanimal food on many occasions, until he
THE IMPROVED HOME neys, and a hundred other painful symp„ x8HI*TTLe8fwtngMachine
perceived that course to be unwise. His
Addrra»
Clark k
, *,r»
Addrea*Johnion,
JohnaonLClark
* Co boston,Mata.;
N*w York toms, ,nro the offsprings rtf Dyspepsia.
abstentionfrom animal food induced in Cityj PltUbargh,Pa.
111.; orSL Louu, Mo.
One bottle will prove a better guarantee
him an extraordinarycraving for it, and
Chicago SabnrbanLota at of its merits than a lengthy advertiseled to ague and other disorders of a
$ 100 each -f 15 do wn and $6
ment.
„
dangerous character, which were invarin- monthly for balance— with _
Scrofula, or King’s Evil, White
bly allayed or cured by resorting agniu IRA BROW fi!
Swellings,
Ulcers, Erysipelas,Swelled Neck,
to animal footl, which he ate, on returnThemnattneceufal Goitre, Scrofulous luflaininationg,
Indolent
ing to it, witli intense relish ; his final
remedy of the presInflammations,Mercurial A flections,Old Tarrant’s EflrrvfscentSeltzer Aperient
conviction derived from these ex})eriiauatMlby rathtnal people a* a meana of relic ing all de_ _J S! on offm £?: ! ?oreM' En,Ptfon8 of the Skin, Sore Eyes, etc
rengements of th* Momach. liver ami Intratlnre.
bee
ra. because
ences being that, for all climates, and
Ihout nain and bu parts vigor
Prof. D. Meeker, P. O. Box 475, Lsporte,Ind. In these, iu in nil
" other coiifrtitnthfnalDis- It removes otwfnivtlbn.without
to tbu organi winch it uurtHre
a
fire
arwirMwi
a
la
tea.
under all circumstances,the most valuaeases, Walkkr’s VixkoAR Hitters have
SOLD BY ALL
.1. DROfiT.
ilSTS.
ble of all food is beef.
shown their great curative powers in tho
3 Poiils of Bolter Horn Ijoarl of Mill,
Can bw made anywhere, by any one. No churning re- most obstinate and intractablecases.
quired. Receipt sent for 8-N cento. Addn-ra
A Stream of Death.
For Inflammatory ami Chronic
obsemtions in Central Africa, where it
i'h
fli« nnti»-nci
is now known tbnf
that nrnnnrr
among the
natives fLo
the

CHAIN RAISKII9 HEFUtB
to the wasteful

Threshers,when posted on the corf tu/mioritr
of this one, for saving grain, saving time, and
doing fast, thorough and economicalwork.
THRESHt RMEN FIND IT hlghlv advantageous to
run a machine that has no “Beaters, " “Plekera,"
or " Apron,'4that handles Damn Grain, Long
Straw, Heading*,Flux, Timothy. MlllettHndall
such difficultgrain ami seed*, with ENTIBB
BANK AND EFFHCTIVENEftN. Cleans
to perfection;saves the fanner bis thresh bill
by extra saving of grain; makes no •• LitterI C.’W.Rl-fd,Grtxtr.N** /f'nre, ing*, 41 requires LESS THAN ONE-HALF the usual
'Cl,,hiii' .—"Your Hc.t Foam cannot
Belts, Boxes, Journals, and Gears; easier mant* mc.II.iI ninth nl th* nquator ; for
aged ; less repair* ; one that grain raiser* prefer
(*<•<*1 Brei'd and Fin* HUcult It la a
to emulny ami wait for, even mi mdrmmemd
W< nd*rful Preparation."Hnaa/all.
Pitilirr,F’liutiicr Ai l'o-, prices, while oilier machines are “out «f joIul"
Four sixes made with 0, 8, 10 aud It
H Aofrwtl.Jhnltrt, llo'lnn,hiv
"Wetak* pl.aaura In raiy-mnnwid- horee “ Rlounled** Powers, also a ape*
Ing your H*al - iam aaTh* Brat Bakrlaltv ofNeparatore “alone,” expressly

lib Co.. 170

$200

or desirable during intense heat.

;

This new Truss la won
with perfect comfort night
and day. Adapt* itself to
ever; motion of the l»ody,
retaining ruptureunderthe
hardoat eiet else or severest
train until permanently
cured. Sold cheap by the

o*m, a**. ! Autunifn' roinavknblyso during sea
tha* ovid. a. coulter a oo., Chicego. sons of unusual heat and dryness, pre
,« per oxy-s™,! ,„r "chm.." invariably accompanied by extensivedo-

8° far as they are coucerne<l-I
th stomach and llvei,
should not be a proper man for them, ! v-*-v catalogue,j. r buftord’S sons. Boaton. langemcnts of the
and other abdominal viscera. In their
and as that class seems to have control of
nominations these days, having
^wt^ a
treatment,a purgative,exerting a powerful iiifiuoiiceupon these various or
else to do, those who have don’t stand
per day at home. Terms free. Addreaa
gaus, is essentiallynecessary. There
much chance to counteracttheir political
GKO. Stinson A Co., Portland,Maine.
programme.”
is no cathartic for the purpose equal to
a month to agent*everywhere.Address
Du. J. Walker’s Vinegar Bitters.
Excelsior MVo Co., Buchanan, Mich.
Barm Weather Food.
as they will speedilyremove the darkcolored viscid matter with which the
Though fat is a very objectionable THE WEEKLY SUN.
form of diet in summer, it is a mistake New Yean, postpaid, SO rts. Addreaa The Sun, N. Y. bowels are loaded, at the same time
to suppose that animal food is not neces-

dor.cn
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DEFIANCE NEEDLE

„d

right

eta.

throughout the United States, especially
those of the Mississippi, Ohio, Missouri,
Illinois, Tennessee, Cumberland, Arkansas, Red, Colorado, Brazos, Rio Grande,
Pearl, Alabama, Mobile, Savannah, RoElaslic Trass Co,
anoke, James, and many others, with No. 683 Broadway, N. Y. City.
their vast tributaries, throughoutour
Swot by mall. Call or sand for (J!r«al*r.and U oared.

j

of politicaljobbere, pofiticolcliques, and

eta. iter

Howe's, is) cts.
~ mm*,
Grover k Baker, fto
eta. ; and othera in pioitoriton.
Inoloaethe amount and
Needles will be returnedbvflret mail. Addreaa
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Bilious, Kenrittent and Inter*
inittonf Fevers, which are so preva-
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TRRESHKK, U

“LEADING THRESHING
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repair.

DIPPED

BRILLIANT 8VCCB88

Saving, Time-Saving

for OS cent*.t>oatr.ge mild.

?

a,e0,!?inR
M’!i,^i0,W’
E"d re,nilin
unwell, provided
their bones
are not de
stroyed by mineral poison or otl|er
means, and vital organs wasted beyond

SILVER

1

The

NEW

No Person CBU lake these Bitters

by the politicalclique and wire
of thi» p*p«r.
who have axes to grind on the’ public
Some pdrfmt*(nend tlietrinore;
grindstone, which the people are required
for Patent Medicine wi cum tlielr
children's cnldr hoinetciretlieii
to turn, and keep in motion, by the curmoney and prevent the colds l>»
huyiriKKILYKK TIPPED
rent of taxation, for their benefit. Why,
my dear sir, don’t you know that ‘it
would be 4 easier for a camel to go
Money is thrown away by nil who
through the eye of a needle,’ tlmn for a do not tuy the <jA 111. K I
SCREW
WIRE fastened
man of my known views and habits, in Shoes. Ther are
the easkst, most |
relation to economy and extravagance,to i>lliiblesnn mwaniwi. I>«>k
jut for ImitaUons. All genuine
be nominated for Governor? If you Koods hear the Patent Stamp.
don’t know it, I do. If my name should
S. 1. Kphuell,
Fulton-it.,Chicago,makes ho cheapbe suggested for that office, yon would est splint market-basketin the country. Send fur price*.
hear it proclaimed along the whole line

SANKEY.

Just laaued. Contain!
in theannaliof Farm Machinery.
Senuona hy Moody, John Hall and otheta, with Kn- unprecedenteil
xavlng of Old Diitrh (Fultonstreet) Chtreh now
Price
14
urr
i»o
lO
for 4« i In»briefiwrl«lit haa become widely
being pulled down. Price, §4 p<>r IOO, 10 for ‘4.1
rente or A for 10 rrnfe,
poatpald.
•MP^Jl,5il1Nl1?v|lnd
tb*
WITNESS, puhllahedererj
SIACHINK.**
morning. All the Newa. Only 84 a year. Try It

Carminative, Nutritious,Laxative, Diuretic
Sedative, Counter-Irritant,
Sudorific. Altera
fe e, and Anti Bilious
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camlidato for the De'mooraticnoninadon
for Governor of the State, in which he tice
says: “ There may be some good men in
the State, and doubtless there are,
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The Scranton (Pa.) Ti mes says : ‘But
few that live along the Lackawanna have
become conscious of the fact that it is a
stream of death. Nowhere is there to be 1 Geo,
found a living thing in its waters. But
a few years since there were large mini- 1
bars of Hah ami eels iu it. One might |
see, 1U passing alone: its bonks between Asaoclatton—maetln* of
4

“

ItheunintiNin,Gout,

Bilious,

Oats 1* taa# at Orecfwta.

Remit-

and IntermittentFevers, Diseasesof
the Blood, Liver, Kidneys and Bladder,
these Bittershave no emml
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Box 1741, Philadelphia,
Pa.
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are caused by Vitiated Blood.

MechanicalDiseases. -Persons enFniiuh-w gaged in Paints and Minerals,such as

TA* Florida AfHevlluritl.
Weekly. |S a year. Send

nw

I

Office For Sale.

.

Plumbers. Type-setters. Gold-beaters, and
t „
. „
Scranton and Providence,numb,™
-a.,. ,„u
n-u.
Miner,, a, they advance in life, are aubjecl
Ty|>a, and everything
to paralysis of the Bowels. To guard font!
.....of tljo latest of Job4r”
which pv-rtnln*to a compHeJobOthcw ‘lu'fit.AlMi.ona
r^l^rilli,lgTi
T1,,’iro<'™pafio"A Chemical Eower,^ll%,.h„”.!!:n;!,1f,apfiiiiKt this, take a dose of Walker's Vin- Vuart*r-Methimi
ioMt>>o
.l«M.*rof
lb* lalrat lrapn>ved
ISCOmpleu ly gone. There are no snakes, ; [•eautiful c dora with every change of th«at!n<*ph<M«.
vlyle,one ll<>« Cnnl I'rvM, amt one l|i>« Cylinder,)5iM
BOf!
.......
no
inch bed Aiw n<in.l»erofsi-cuod liund NewtCaaoa.The
I87k-a8

eta. Addreaa Waltom
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attontlun

upon its waters. Everything is death
The water, at all times, is perfectlv
-TI?ec,>'>,c<M1,.,n,h*.
transparent.
But wntie
white it
it lias
has proUnced
producedAmeri^l.up'to
1
uauspureur. unt
.'rtic7*-p^«^^P-Sdeath to every living thing that has made
its waters its home, it has, at the same ebt well*, 43 Vetey-at,n. y., p. 0. Box 1287.
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Matter Enough.— A ten-year old boy
was yesterday seen weeping bitterly in
Justice alley, and a kind-hearted pedestrian halted and inquired:
“ What ails you, my sou— why these

.

con’

ac

l a n

'CIUCA4;i) VKU SHAPER UNION,
114 Monro* Mrret, < lilraico. 111.

worms,
Scald-head,Sure Eycp, EryKiptlaA Itch,
Pustule.-:, Boils, CaVhuHcles,' King-

Kizxsr?,'-"'
" ’'"IHOWTO GETAHOME.
These
attributed
mwA
ds. mhi.ooo
hes.
to tie drainage from the coal mines
winch finds its way into the river.

of Prini—• U callril in Hus sale, aa we ahall
For furtherparticulars
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tears?”
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Scurfs,Discolorations of tho Skin, Humore
and Diheases of the 8kin of whatGTfV name
or nature, are Mterally dig np and (carried
out of the syaKhn in a short time by the uw
of these Bitter*.

Pin, Tape, and other

m

i-tr*

Worms,

lurking in the smem of so many thousands,
Cliy an£ bL Paul R. R. and th# Mcrtragur and Mi«a»ur1
are elledtuallr destroyed and reraoVed. No
River R. R. at S4
per ncre, nn *uy payraeoU.
T wo yean rent will buy n farm. A pphr to,
system of medicine, *110 vermifuges, no an„ „ DAVIDSON A; CALKINS,
tnelinimticswill free the system from worm*
R. R. Land Ortice,Sibley. OsceolaCo , Iowa.
like these Bittersi

to
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WILL HAVE OUR GOODS. Send ‘iH c*nta and
Complaints, in young
we will aend by m«H, prepaid, our Lamp Filler,
Iwith which you can fill any Ktrottn*I/imp without or old, married or single, at the dawn of woIrvmorinyrUimury or gt-tiingyrfitf oultlilt
r'f Lamp,
Lamp. manhood, or the turn of life, these Tonic
\$i(U "t
[At aame time we m-til you all our circular*
dliplay so decided an influence that
[tenn* to agents on^t\« cnt>' useful household
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Dr. W. a uUbinbiMDili cbarwreSty tb# StaWaf
louri, was found.d and bu b*«o reUblhb**
i*f*. aartala tad rtliabls relkf. B*io| a rraSaau
Jvv*ftl medical
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make fun of me ! ” wailed the
bov in sorrowful tones. “I had two
shillings saved up to go to the circus,
and Unci* Bill’s folks came iu from BtTEE MILLS FOE COMI, FLOUR & FEED. Line
Boyal Oak and’ mother had to Use it to
laryt fupunif.rmtlt
w.fgit

Man

Hit
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flu* ’’Flora SFbixo Wateb, at Waukegan,
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and Weekly,

Four hundred liquor detlen of the City
of Detroit, hate Hied

Superior

bill In the

a

GENERAL RETAIL STORE

BintttllAinf, far. fifhth and BItw St.

TH1UVJ01UW..

Of

BY

BfUBiaiA

court of that city, asking for an injunction
restraining the Sheriff and the County

Treasurer from proceeding
tax assessed against

A

law.

to collect the

NEW TORE.

them under the new

of course, only covers the

cases of the signers of the bill, but the
matter will

be

Dry

Goods,
Goods,

Notions and Trimmings,

Furnishing

forced to

Caps,

Groceries,

ments of News and

possible.

&

Hats

Clothing,
Crockery,
Stoneware,

plete in all its Depart-

Court of the State at as early a date as

1WB1B.
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Immense Supplies of

An Independent Journal, Com-

a speedy
and the case carried to the Supreme

issue,

Go.,

temporary iqjunctionhas been

granted. This,

whole

William G. Bryant &

Glassware,

Criticism.

Provisions,

The grounds upon which the injunction
asked are

Is

That

the

Flour, Feed
and Grains.
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-

The JfeMb* PotL now approachingIta seventy-

as follows:

law was passed

fourth year, invlteianew the favor of ft* aubacrlb-

in evasion of

and advortieomand of the commnnity, and Having disposed of most ol our old stock, I have
the 47th section of the 4th articleof the polnta to ite establlehed character as a truetworthy occupied my new quarters, on HIVE it STREET
with a beautiful stock of everything
Constitution which declares that "the Leg- Journal U> Jnstify the Invitation.
pertaining to a complete
It Is the endeavor of Ite condnctora to render it
islature shall not pass any act authorizing
era

the granting

of license for the

both a satisfactoryvehicle of

of

sale

ar-

dent, spirituous,or other intoxicating

li-

newiand

for

sobrietyand purity, eo that

It

may

.Silver

find favor

not only lu the peculiar resorte of business,bat

sum

That the assessmentupon them, if held

an

the taxing power; that it

is,

exercise of

in fact, a State

That

complete;will supplement their own labora|wlth
contributions and correspondencefrom other parts

all vulgarity,whetherof

Township
collected by him. but by

this tax thus given to the

Treasureris not

to

the County Treasurer.

That

it is

not assessed according to any

it is

cash value, nor in

its

fact

,

upon property

the First Ward, has established himself with
me, and will be pleased to see his old customers and friends continuetheir
former favors.

and best to

determinedIts course as an advocateof the substitutionof general laws of special legislation,of
the freedom of trade, of the restorationand main-

tion of

be applied.

the restraintof monopolies, and of the reform of

That

this tax is required to

be paid

for

and Promptly executed.
Holland, Mich Feb.

My

A A.

*

W. H. JOSLIN.

DEALER IN

the civil service of the government; and as an op-

and not

be viewed as a tax,

as a license,it is in this respect in-

equitable, discriminating and unjust.

upon

That the statute in question, so far as

it

provides for these assessments,is against
the Constitution

of

the State, and utterly

invalid.

the

settle,

and may

Weekly Evening Post

each give careful selections from the columns

of the Daily paper, combined with original matter

residents lu the country to coctaln a full record of
current events, supplimentedby intelligentand

im

partial

ment.

ers is invited to the Agricultural Department of

the goods and chattels of all other persons

found in

their possession, are liable to

be

seized by distressand sold for these tuxes;

criticiama. The special attention of farm-

these journals. The weekly Evening Post Is sur-

an equal price. Its very

extensive

circulationcommemls it to the special attention of
advertisere.

and that the act provides no remedy for
the injury thus done to such third person;

That

Terms

Mail Subscribers.

to

the act in question gives to the

tomwm

owner of such goods and chattels no -remOne

pay

KING

year

R,

S. R,.

0 R

8 F

I)

’

•OSWEGO

CASH

Cash Paid for Hides.

!

the Lowest

PRICES. JACOB FLIEMAN,
ana

KINGSFOBD

FLOUR & FEED.

r*tB.

& SON.

OSWEGO CORN STARCH,

and Mill Stuff,

original— Established in ltM9. And preserves
Its reputation as purir, strobork and
The Attorney General has received sevmore dxlicatr than any other article of
Ten copies, one year ....................
..... 22 00
the kind offered,either of the same
eral inquiries relative the Intent and scope
name or with other titles.
WEEKLY.
of the law, Important among which are
Stevrkson Macadam, Ph. D., Ac., the highest
Single copy, one year .......................
1 50 chemical authority of Europe, carefully analyzed
the following three points:
Five copies, one year ....................... 7 00 this Corn Starch, and says It is a most excellent
article of diet and in chemical and feedingproper1st. Can a manufacturer of malt liquor
Ten copies, one year ........................12 50
ties is fully equal to the best arrow root.
sell at retail under his license as a manu- Twenty copies, one year .................... 22 00
Directionsfor making Puddings,Custards, Ac.,
facturer?
accompany each one- pound package.
Is the

POSTAGE.

For Sale by

and paid the $40
tax required by law*, can he after that
time apply for a full license and have the
amount so paid on the former license apply on the payment of the $150 tax.
3rd. Can any society, church organizacense to sell beer, etc.,

all

First-dots Grocers.

Postage will bo paid by the publishers on all Editions of the Evening Po*t sent to subscribers,

under the new law which took

effect

on the let of

January, 1875.

USE NOTHING BUT

TMOIMY
My Spokes and
SecobI

All

.

SEASONED USER,

Hubs are manufactured from

IM

Eiittrn link,

Work

Warranted

At Lowest Cash Prices.
SLOOTER & HIGGINS.
Holland, Aug.

13,

1874.

DeFeyter

108-1

y

Horse Shoeing a

neatiu-M

Speciality.

Thanking my old customers

for past favors
solicita call from them, and as many new one
as want anything Ic my line

Wood

FLIEMAN

J.

NOW ON HAND BY

Bro’s,
L. T.

-

KANTERS &
0

Wood, Lumber, Bark, Ties,
Timber, and all kinds
of

47-Xcl-ly

The Estey Organ

DEALERS IN

AMERICAN WASH BLUE.

CO.

Our advice to the Public is not to purchase any
Instrument, without investigating first the
PRICE and QUALITY of these Organs.
They arc constantly kept on hand and
open for Inspection at

Produce.

THE “CITY

For Laundry and Household Use.
MANUFACTUREDAT THE

with

I

.'

li-

I

General Blackamlthtng done
and dispatch.

Hay, Grain,

Five copies, one year .......... ........... 12 50

dealer has taken out a

A good assortment of Thimble Skeins always
on hand.
Warranted Seat-Springsof any shape or style.

We

rOS PUDDINGS, BUNG KAN9I, ICI CUBAN, AC.

Single copy, one year ....... ............ '...$ 8 00

Etc., Etc.

to

KINGSFOSDS

SEMI-WEEKLY.

& Heavy Wagons,

8th Street, Holland, Michigan.

beg leave to call the attention of the Public
the fact that we have opened, In LABARBE'S
THE BEST STARCH IN THE WORLD.
OLD FURNITURE STORK (west of Van LsmleGIVES A BEAUTIFUL FINISH TO THE LIN- gend's) a FLOUR A FRED and G ROCK it Y Store.
We shall keep on hand everythingthat pertains
en. and the difference between It and common
starch is scarcely half a cent for an ordinary wash- to a complete Family Supply store.
ing. Ask your Grocer for it.

T.

Open Buggies,

or

Light

AND

ATJISriDHY.

E

HIGGINS Top

GKE^OOEIRjIES Sleighs, Trucks,

MANUFACTURED BY

wagon man-

ufactory at his old stand on River street,where he
may be found, rcadv at all times to make anything in the line or

DEALERS IN

SILVER GLOSS STARCH,
FOR THE

re-opened Ms carriage

tins

S SLOOTER &

other’s tax.-

a

Retail
at

an‘

2nd. After

or

Flour, Feed,

...................................
$12 00

1874.

4fi-Ucl-ly

Holland, Mich., Jan. 1st, 1874.

PURE AND

DAILY.

edy against the present tax in case of the
seizure of such owner's goods to

li«

R. R. Depot,
HOLLAND, MICH.

passed by no weekly newspaper in the country,
tarnished at

20,

8PRIETSMA & SON.

L.

4.5-2s-ly

be punished therefor by fine or imprison-

That not only their own property, but

Mi

C* Ac

the associations of the Ettninq Post.
the

examine.

be fonml at all times, at

Goods of the Best Quality and

Office at M. L. S.

these principles will determine

The Semi-Weekly and

intention is to offer these goods at low
price, and we request the trading public to call and

AOKNT FOB

U.S.Ex.

exhaustion of the great queationa of the

combined to

AND CHILDREN'S WEAR.

—
CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,
AND
Store, mmi DONS ON SMI MICE

In the

Wholesale

All orders promptly attended to.

political

guilty of a misdemeanor if they prepared expressly for them, and will be found by

neglect or refuse to pay this tax,

MILL FEED, 0RN, &c.

Gents,
Misses

Onr

HARRINGTON,

Where may

civil war which men differingotherwise In politlca

will

That by the 15th section they are to be

deemed

and reformation of

parlies which is In progressand follows naturally

E. J.

(Ill,

will at last control the legislationof this country.
In the dissolution

of the Latest Styles of

Ladies,
Youths,

Holland, February

festing Itself in rebellion and sedition, in official

oppression,extravaganceand plunder, or in the
quired to pay taxes upon their assessed attempted repudiation of the public debt. It
property equally with other residents of abides by these principles with faith that they
it

It is

Etc., Etc.

Brick

new stock of Goods has Just been opened, and
we can state to the Public that It has been
bought expressly for this season of the year.

Boots & Shoes,

J. E. HIGGINS,

power, of impartial taxation, of

A

Dry Goods,
Groceries,
Crockery,
Glass-ware,
Hats and Caps,

22, 1875.

the persons engaged in the business are re-

the State, and that if

MIOH.

Boots and Shoes.

Steketee,

ponent of every form of disloyalty,whether manithe pursuit o! a particular calling, while

HOEEAlSrr),

tomera that they have on hand and for sale

—

tenance of h specie currency, of the decentralisa-

distinctlystate the object to which it is to

be Neatly

All Repairing will

secure their equal rights. These principles have

political

ready

a

Desire to Inform their many friends and ens

at all.

That the law which imposes it does not

F.

Wykhuixen,the Jeweler and Repairer of

Mr. J.

of devotion

of the sphere of government so as least to Inter-

not assessed upon property at

the line of Produce will find with us

in

RIVER STREET,

request all of my old friends to come and see
mein my new place and satisfy themselves as to
the above.

the equality of all meu before the law and their

fere with their indlvtdnal enterprise

OECAAIP.

market and the highest prices.

fraternitywith one another, and to the limitation

prescribed uniform rule of taxation.

That

aubstanceor of expres-

Ewing Post renews Its pledges

WE SELL

Everything

I

sion.

The

to

complete and selected with a
accommodate the various classes of Trade.
is

Musical Instruments.

cal-accurate and fair, aa well as enterprising and

of the world, and will aim to exclude from tie pages
specific tax.

Ware,

Plated Ware,
i Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry, and

specified also at the fireside of the family.
With this Intention they strive to render all Its
in the statute in question is, in fact, and
departmcnts-Ftnanclal
and Commercial,Literary,
was intendedto operate as a license.
Artistic, Scientific, Agricultural, Social,and Politi-

to be taxation, is invalid as

view

Jewelry and Variety Store.

Impartial

or^an of opinion; and to maintain Ita reputation

quors.”
That the payment of the

Our Assortment of Goods

We

BOOK-STORE,’

have put tip In onr woods, (on the Lake Shore
NO. 72,
Road, two miles West of the white school-house on
miriiiriM
J
the Grand Haven road) a flrst-claasportable saw-mill
o
which It* now In good running order, and can sene
Our Wash Blue is the best in the world. It docs
We
also take orders for
the public at any time with all kinds of building
IJNT
not streak, contains nothing injurious to health or
tion, or parties,holding picnics, fairs, etc.,
material and fencing at low prices, and deliver the
fabric, and Is nsed by all the large laundries on acSIEGE'S
END'S HANDS.
count of its pleasing effect and cheapness. Superi- same w herever wanted.
ael! beer without a license.
We can lengthen oat so as to saw 40 feet, and
0
or for whitewashing. Put up in packagesconveniwill make long lumber and timber a specialty.
We keep in stock the two kinds of
To which he has made the followingreent for family nse. Price 10 cents each.
Our facilitiesfor getting out deck planks and and of the
A BAKER” Sewing MaFor sale by grocer* everywhere. Always ask for any kind of ship timber are unequaled.
ply:
chines. These four differentkinds of machines,
the
BLUE, tf yon want the
dcrslenoi
All bills will be filled promptly and with des- arc the simplest and strongest In the country.
manufacturer can’t sell at retail or he haw finished nil new Meat-Market,and is now cheapest and best.
patch, and a fair dealing can be reliedupon. Custom sawing done at bottom figures.
The depository of the AmericanBible Society
wholesale either without paying the tax ready to supply his customers with all kinds of
Meat's and Sausnges. By promptness and fair dealAll kinds of Farm Products, taken in pay for has been removed by the committee,to the "CITY
for such business.
Office,72 William Street,
York.
lumber and sawing, Also Wood, Bark and Rail- BOOK STORE" of
ing he feels confident of giving satisfaction to all
road Ties, when delivered at our Pier on Lake
those who wish to favor him with part of their
A person who has paid 40 dollars for re- trade.
Michigan, or on any of the docks along Black
The stand is one door west of G. J. Havcrkate
Lake.
tailing beer can take no benefit from that
No. 72, Eighth Street, • • • HOLLAND, MICH.
Son’s Hardware Store.
Holland, Mich., March 12,
4-tf
if be afterwardsconcludes to sell spirituHolland, April 2,
W. BUTKAU.
-:0:ous liquors.

MEAT MARKET
THE

—

Mi

tall

MNE-

EIGHTH STREET.

-

Hwwk, l

—

i

FIRST WARD.

“HOWE”

“GROVER

AMERICAN WASH

A

AMERICAN ULTRAMARINEWORKS,
New

&

1875.

As

1 would say that

to the last question

anyone found selling liquor should be

by the assessor.If he

sessed

The Metropolitan-

as-

TEA COMPANY,

is selling

beer he should be assessed40 dollars for
the business.

NOS.

Moody and Sankey

spent the present

week In London, and go next

to Paris.

We

retail

32 dk 34

VESEY

ST.t

N.

Jr.

Teas to families, hotels, Ac., at lowest

wholesaleprices.

IMPORT DIRECT

$10,000

To

Ha* been Invested

In

Stock Privilegesand paid

to

Do

It,” on Wall street, sent free.

Tuabrldfs k C9., Bankers & Brokers 2 Wall 8t. N. Y.
22-34

TB1 U1TB0P0LITANTXA

CO.,

*

New

32

and

M

Vasssr

St.,

York.
18-80.

HOUSE MOVING.
CURED by DR. BOND'S
DISCOVERY.
J. Quartet,
J#
Beaedte*. with tot! directions,sent to any part of
Address

: .j

1

1

Ml

l

for pamphlet

and

j

particular*

«

S„ Peirn, Cute;

Mutt,I

No- 1319, Chestnut St-, Philadelphia,

E. VAN DER VEEN,
Gratefully acknowledgingthe liberal patronage of his many friends and customer*!
in the past, respectfallyInvites
the attentionof the]
Public to hi*

i

I4811MAM

OF

Would respecttollyInform the Public of this City
and vicinitythat he Is fully prepared it any time to
move and raise houses, bams, or other, buildings
All my work will be done satisfactorilyand on

Fa-’ j Holland, June to, 1875. .

^

In additionto onr Department of

MILLINERY AND

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS, we keep onr
Stock well assortedwith

a full

line of

Am LACE SACO UES,
BLACK AND COLORED DRESS SILKS,
SPRING AND SUMMER 811 A WLS,
KID GLOVES IN ALL COLORS,
SUN UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS.

SILK

AT

FANS.

FANS.

AT

FANS.

.

Glass, Putty,
Paints, Oils,
Nails, etc.

Farmers’ Implements,

The new styles of Shawls are very attractive,and we have
no doubt will please our friends. In the line of
• 8TRA W GOODS we cannot be excelled for
• assortment;our price list includes
Bonnet* from 50 cents to $11,

We

keep Butteriek’fl Patterns.

Carpenters’ Tools,
Md

many other thing*

too nnmeron* to

men

tion.

BIPAIBINOft JOBBING DONE AT SB01T NOTICE.
E.

I{Ti7-\f

IffifflUtf'

Spring and Summer!

Q-BITBH/AL

1

A CO.,

1875.

LARGE
STOCK
- -

Horse Nalls,
Horse Shoes,
Wagon Springs,
Horse Trimmings,

RANTERS

1875.

Hard-ware.

CANCER
woril Send

Store

PARLOR AND

900 oRt PROFIT.
“How

Hardware

Teas, and add but a single small profit to
the actual cost of Importation. We solicit a single
trial, and guarantee satisfaction. Onr teas are put
op in one pound packages,with kind and price
printed on each. Our price* range from 4't cents I hope to see all my old friends and many new
io At. 25 per pound. Where we have no agents w*
one* to examine my goods, so well
wlU send a pound package by mail, postage free,
' selected for the trade.
on receiptof price. We wish an Aornt In this
W*
hav*
ob
kind » full Anortmintof thi Seit
place, to get up clubs amongst families for onr teas,
and will give blm or her liberalInducemenU. Send
HEATING STOVES.
os your application,with references to one or two COOK,
merchantsin the place. We refer to the publisher
Stove-Pipe,Stove Furniture, Etc.,
of this paper. Address, for teaa or sn agency,
all our

SPvfrtwmmts.

$50

L. T.

VAN DER VEEN.

S. E. cor. 8th & River

Sts.

40-^d-ly

I. & S. VAN
EIGHTH street

DEN BERGE,
hoeeane, mioh
*

?*

